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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Scope and Purpose of the Study 
Curriculum building for the junior high school demands 
a complete knowledge of individual and collective person-
alities at each level of development.!/ The course of 
study for each subject-matter course in the junior high 
school must be designed to include "guided experiences 
paralleling present and future out-of-school experiences".~ 
As each one recognizes the particular needs of the 
adolescent student, the total curriculum should represent 
an integrated attempt to aid and direct the students in a 
singularly difficult and unique stage of their development. 
Each course of study must contribute to personality growth 
and be responsible for a portion of the completed picture. 
This thesis is concerned with the problem of 
designing a language arts program for Grade Seven which 
is in accord with the ideal of a curriculum as a well-
integrated total, and which is also in k~eping with the 
physiological changes of students of this grade. 
Previous studies concerning the language arts in 
II Bobbitt, Franklin~ How to Make -a Curriculum. 
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924. p.8. 
Boston: 
gj Hatfield, w. w. An Experience Curriculum in English. · 
English Monograph No. 4. NOTE. New York: Appleton- entury, 
Inc., 1935. p.9. 
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grades prior to and including Grade Seven - will be I 
considered in 
selected from 
this thesis, and practicable material will be 11 
them. The present study attempts to incorporate 
II new methods and concepts, yet to present a language arts 
program sufficiently conservative as to insure its adapta-
bility. 
The Language Arts Committee of Brookton, Massachusetts, 
of which the writer was a member, worked for a period of two 
years to complete a program of study for grades one through 
six.1f The present study will be so designed tha t it could 
readily serve as a logical continuation of the work of this 
committee. This new course of study attempts to reorganize 
and enrich the present language arts program by necessary 
changes in emphasis and motivation. 
Since curriculum planning relative to Grade Seven must 
take into consideration the awakening in adolescents of 
social interests and tendencies, a widening of objectives 
and interests in keeping with the widening scope of 
personality is indicated. Thus, a fundamental principle of 
this language arts program will be that it provide a social 
setting for all communication.~ It will be necessary to 
develop group standards for performance. Skills and 
technicalities will be selected and taught as they function 
!/Nelson, Edwin A. Teachers' Guide ·in Language Arts (Grades 
I-VI). Brockton: Public Schools, 1949. 
y Roberts, H. D., Kaulfers, W. V., Kefauver, G. N. English 
1
i 
for Social Living. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., Ino., 1943. 1 
P• 3. I 
in improving needed communication. Consideration of the 
capacities of the individual learner will be another 
primary factor in this study. 
Through the use of this course of study it is hoped 
tha t students of Grade Seven will develop an appreciation 
of the richness of the English language. It is the desire 
of the writer tha t each student - in terms of his own 
potential - develop skill, fluency, and even artistry in 
expression, while advancing psychologically and physic-
logically through a particularly difficult period of his 
life. 
II 
! CHAPTER II 
CURRENT TRENDS .AND PRING IPLES 
IN TEACHING THE LANGUAGE ARTS 
The importance of the language arts in relation to the 
total school curriculum and to all of life's activities is 
readily demonstrated. Bolenius stated twenty years ago 
that: 
Englisp is the subject in which principals 
and parents are most vitally interested, for it 
is not only the groundwork of all the o4her 
studies but the foundation of culture.!! 
Pooley in a more recent text elaborated on the 
evolution and function of language by stating that: 
Languages evolved in the history of man's 
development as the means by which an individual 
can convey information, thoughts, and ideas to 
one or many of his associates, and also as a 
means by which he can in turn receive informa-
tion, thoughts, and ideas from others. Thus, 
the nature of language is strictly functionay 
and its purpose is to promote communication. 
Communication has a vital function in the growth and 
personality of the student.2/ Effort is being made to use 
real life situations in planning a language arts program. 
!J Bolenlus, E. M. Teaching Literature in the Grammar Grades 
and High School. Boston:. Houghton Mifflin Co., 1929. p.vii. 
gj Pooley, R. c. Teaching English Usage. New York: Appleton-
Century Co., 1946. p.25. 
2./ Foley, M.G., Connell, K., and Dawson, M.A .. A Course of 
Study in Language for Grade Seven. Boston: World Book 
Company, 1949. p.l. 
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The value of experience is illustrated in An Experience 
Curriculum in English: 
School and college curricula should consist 
of experiences. The school of experience is the 
only one which will develop the flexibility and 
power of self-direction requisite for successful 
living in our age of swift, i ndustrial, soeial, 
~ and economic change ••••• Today more than eve£ 1 
·. the curriculum should consist of e:;x:periences • .21 
It may then be stated as a premise that: 
Increasingly free and effective interchanges 
of ideas are held to be vital in any voluntary 
associations of individuals for the achievement 
of common purposes.~ 
For: 
An educated person is conceived •••• as 
one who has mastered · his mother tongue · so that 
he can speak clearly, read effectiv~~y, write 
effectively, and listen skillfully.l/ 
! 
I 
It is imperative that means be devised to translate these' 
principles into practice in keeping with the pupils' abilities,! 
I 
needs, and interests. Activities should be life-like in char- ! 
acter, using the pupils' own interests and needs to further I 
realization of the objectives in the language arts program. 
y 
y 
Just as objectives in modern English are de-
rived from life activities and youths' significant 
needs, so the English program itself must develop 
language powers through carrying on daily life 
activities and grappling with the problems of hu-
man behavior. Aims are guides to action and must 
give dire~t,ion to programs if they are to be· 
realized.~ 
Hatfield, 0}2. cit.-., p.). 
Rober~s, Kaulfers, Kefauver, 0}2· cit., p. 14. 
11 ~., p.lJ. 
!±/ Roberts, Kaulfers, Kefauver, 0}2. cit., p. 19 
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The following quotation shows generically the desired 
outcomes of a language arts course based on such situations. 
Through participation in projects and 
activities of significance to the individual 
and his social group, broad, exact vocabularies, 
careful habits of observation and reflection, 
and growth in logioal · thinking are most 
effectively developed.!/ 
According to Dawson~, the ability of the student for 
the organized thinking demanded by the experience language 
arts program develops gradually. 
To devise a language arts program for Grade Seven, it 
is necessary to understand the stages of the student's 
development at that particular grade level, and to organize 
a program that is in harmony with them. 
Because the junior high school marks a transition 
period in the pupils' lives, divisions and changes occur 
in the curriculum. 
The differences in materials and methods 
between the elementary and junior high school 
grades arise from the advance in the devel-
opment of junior high school pupils in mental 
maturity,~~ange of interests and command of 
language • .U 
!/ llli·, p. 16 
gj Dawson, Mildred ·A. Language Arts Leaflet No. 1. New York: 
World Book Company, 1949. pp. 1-3. 
l/ Pooley, op. cit., p. 191. 
. :_. .. ·.· 
It has been noted that: 
•••• the junior high school has a rare 
opportunity to enlist the pupils' active interest 
and co-operation, in those transitional years 
from unself-conscious childhood to self-conscious 
adolescence.· 
During these years when a child awakens to a 
social consciousness for the first time, habits can 
be readily formed or broken, ambitions aroused or 
crushed. If he can be led to understand that poor 
English usage habits are as detrimental to his 
social advancement as bad mani~rs and untidy appear-
ance, half the battle is won.~ 
It is mandatory that the total personality of the 
learner be considered when a language arts course of study 
is being formulated. 
One of the strongest characteristics of 
the adolescent is the awakening of social in-
terests and tendencies. The boy and ~irl in the 
s~venth grade are quite definitely becoming 
aware of themselves as members of a class or 
group, a particular school, a cmub, a team, or 
even a gang. This fact is the major consider-
ation in the development of a language program 
for Grade Seven, for social life and the devel-
opm~nt ~~ group interests depend upon communi-
cat~on • .!V 
Advanced educational thought imposes conditions upon a 
course of study; one is that in the pursuit of desirable 
ends, the individual must not be lost • 
•.•• to inculcate authoritarian beliefs, 
fixed rules of conduct, unreasoned and therefore, 
stubborn attitudes, is to set our youth in futile 
v and fatal conflict with the forces of modern life.2f 
!.1 Ibid., p. 192. 
y Foley, Connell, and Dawson, op. cit_ . , p.l • 
:v Hatfield, OJ2• cit., p.J. 
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By meeting situations, modifying conditions, and 
adapting themselves to the unchangeable, our boys and 
girls will learn to live in a dynamic and evolving world.!/ 
When the members of a group have interests and ideas to 
communicate, the language arts program is lifted above the 
level of meaningless routine drill.3/ 
Recent ideas concerning the range of experience of the 
learner indicate the necessity for re-evaluating language 
experiences, in order to prepare the student for the 
swifter pace of modern living. 
v 
Children's own experiences are so limited, 
their ways of handling difficult situations so 
lacking in versatility, their knowledge of cause 
and effe~t sq 1restricted that they need new perspectJ. ve .b 
It has long been noted that: 
The place of English •••• is to provide 
communication (Speaking, Writing, Listening, 
and Reading) necessary to the conduct of 
social a'cti vi ties and to provide indirect 
(vicarious) experiences where ~~rect experiences 
are impossible or undesirable.~ 
In view of the fact that modern life is undergoing 
rapid and vastly significant changes, the language arts 
program should be continually re-evaluated and reorganized 
1/ Hatfield, op. cit., p.4. 
?:) Ibid., p.8. 
J} Elkins, Deborah. "Students Face TheirProblems", The 
English Journal, XXXVIII (November, 1949), p.502. -
~Hatfield, op. cit., p.4. 
to allow for a wealth of experiences in communication in 
keeping with students' abilities and their needs in modern 
living. Such a program would be elastic enough to permit 
the inclusion of new experiences that might develop after 
v-its inception.!! 
Material for the language arts program should be ac-
cepted or rejected according to adaptability to the growing 
intellectual capacity and curiosity of the student (consi-
dered both individually and collectively). 
The following quotation illustrates changing emphasis. 
The correction of errors is less than half 
the teaching of good usage. Far more important is 
the awakening in the pupils' minds a recognition 
of how communication determines usage, and the 
v development of a sensitivity to the gradation of 
intent and tone in every communication created by 
the selection ~~ appropriate words, idioms, and 
constructions.:/ 
We find that 
Schools are under constant criticism for 
their apparent failure to identify the special 
abilities of their pupils and to challenge these 
pupils to ~reater efforts. (This is responsible 
for the fact that) •••• Most administrative problems 
arise through the failure of the school system 
properl~ to stimulate and occupy the students' 
minds.E 
!J Smith, Dora. Evaluating Instruction in Secondary School 
English (English Monograph No. 11 NOTE) Chicago: NOTE, 
1941. p.2. 
Y Pooley, op. cit., p.Jl. 
l/ Greene, H. A., Jorgensen, A. N., Gerberich, J. R. 
Measurement and Evaluation in the Secondary School. New York: 
Longmans, Green and uo., 1944. p.J02. 
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It is important to understand varying individual 
capacities in order to stimulate natural mental development 
and personality. 
While in gener al, individual differences 
are not so marked as to preclude reasonably 
efficient class instruction, the more tha t is 
known about each child's weaknesses and strengths, 
the greater are the possibilities of success 
on the part of the teacher instructing the group.!/ 
Any course of study not geared to the growing 
intellectual capacity and curiosity of the student should 
not be accepted. For: 
•••• the duty of publicly-supported 
educational institutions •••• is to help all 
pupils whe~4er they be geniuses, mediocrities, 
or morons.=.! 
Two important aspects of the student's nature should be 
considered: first, the need for a program of vicarious 
experiences to augment personal experiences; second, the 
need for a program versatile enough to stimulate all 
students without placing excessive demands upon their 
capacities. 
How do the contemporary aims in language arts 
reflect the influence of these educational concepts? 
1/ Greene, Jorgensen, Gerberich, op. cit., p. 303. 
gj Chisholm, L. L. Guiding Youth in the Secondary Schools. 
Boston: American Book Company, 1945. p.6. 
2/ "An Outline of Desirable Outcomes and Experiences in the 
Language Arts Illustrated in Curriculum Study of NOTE". 
Communication No. 7. Chicago: NOTE., 1949. p. 2. 
(See appendix). 
: . 
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First, a language arts program must serve as an aid in 
gaining mental and emotional stability. This goal is 
achieved by a process that prepares the student "to think 
clearly and act sanely in meeting the problems of personal 
living now and in the future."!/ 
Mature judgment is not innate but comes 
as a product of a process of development. It 
arises . from the substrata of the ihdividual's 
past experiences, his knowledge, his habits, 
and attitudes which have longer histories gen-
erally than any current problems under consi-
deration. Neither is the development of 
mature judgment easy. It is a long hard road. 
But if •••• followed unswervingly •••• it will 
prepare youth for the maximum happiness and 
success in that half-century journe!;down 
the trail of life after graduation.~ 
It is the responsibility of a language arts program 
to insure the continuance of the student's progress 
toward the goal of mental stability. 
v' 
English and speech classes (by themselves, 
or in integration with the total school program) 
should help students to grow in effective 
personality and social adjustment through 
consideration of their own problems in speech, 
writing, or other activities. The students 
should become acquainted through literature 
with characters of their own age who f~qe 
choices and challenges like their own.1/ 
As emotional stability is closely allied to mental 
stability, a language arts program 
11 chisholm, op. cit., p.l6l. 
y Ibid., p.2. 
3/ "Outline of Desirable Outcomes", op. cit., p. 2. 
Tsee Appendix). 
11 
•••• should satisfy the student's need for 
varied emotional experiences through conversa-
tion and discussion, through informative and 
imaginative writing based upon his own experi-
ences and those of others, and through the 
teading of literature on such themes as the 
following: the thrill of adventure, physical 
and moral triumph and defeat, friendship and 
family relations, romance and relations witi; 
the opposite sex, humor, joy in nature etc. 
To achieve mental and emotional stability would mean 
to give the student 
•••• refreshment of mind and spirit through 
appreciation of aesthetic values and personal 
enjoyment of literature, radio, television, 
motion p~7tures, dramatics, or imaginative 
writing • .::.t 
~ Second, a student should be aided in achieving a 
heightened moral perception and a personal sense of values. 
Therefore, he must be guided so that he may learn 
•••• to read appreciatively prose and 
verse narratives which show clearly the 
motives of the characters ajq the effect of 
events upon their feelings.lf 
In this manner the student may be aided i~ developing 
his natural sensitivities. If he is taught to "share in 
artistic expressions of general altruism and similar moral 
sentiments or impulses"~, he will not only learn to enjoy 
1J "Outline of Desirable Outcomes", op. cit., p.2.(See 
Appendix). 
?:) Ibid., p.2. 
l/ Hatfield, op. cit., p. 55. 
!J/ Ibid., p. 55. 
the art of communication, but will benefit immeasurably 
from his studies in a most personal way. 
Therefore: 
Schools have a unique opportunity to 
present literature in such a way as to develop 
v a personal sense of values, and to promote 
dynamic and worthwhile -allegiances to ideas 
and ideals, to friends, home, ·church, and 
community, and to the principles of democracy !/ 
in the United States and throughout the world. 
The advanced techniques of communication are best 
presented in work units "arranged like broad easy steps in 
a reasonably steady progress of intellectual difficulty 
and social maturity".~ This type of unit plan will be 
illustrated in Chapter IV. A chart of specific outcomes 
indicating these steps will also be found. 
3 Third, an effort should be made to take into 
consideration the expanding horizons of the student. It is 
imperative that: 
•••• the language arts program should 
recognize the important part that it plays in 
the social growth and vocational progress •••• 
of the pupil. It should help him develop in 
such a way that he can face new situations ~ 1 
with confidence in his ability to meet them.~ 
1/ "Outline of Desirable Outcomes", op. cit., p.2. )See 
Appendix). 
~Hatfield, op. cit., p. viii. 
l/ Von Haden, H. I. "Underlying Principles of Language Arts 
Program", Wisconsin Co-op. Educational Planning Program 
(Tentative Material), 1949. p.2. 
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therefore, deserve careful consideration. 
~ Sixth, any language arts program must consider growing 
personal interests and new areas in which the student finds 
enjoyment: recreational activities, such as athletics and 
hobbies, dramatics, debating, and voluntary reading. Educa-
tional and recreational opportunities for youth abound in the 
regular program, in the extracurricular activities of the 
school, and in the activities of certain agencies of the 
community. 
Chisholm says: 
The school should help each student know 
what these opportunit~es are, under what 
conditions he may participate in them, and 
the contribution such activities may ma~~ to 
his personal development and happiness.~ 
Dramatics - psychodrama, sociodrama~, debatinsl/, 
and directed and voluntary ~eadingi/ can provide incalculable 
opportunity for advancement in personality and character. 
Agencies of the community provide opportunities from 
which may come rich experiences, recreation, and training 
in leadership. 
!J Chisholm, op.cit., p.92. 
~Shellhammer, L.B. "Solving Personal Problems · Through 
Sociodrama", The English Journal, XXXVIII (Nov.,l949)p.503. 
lf Trout, J.M., JR• "Debating for Everyone", The English 
Journal. (November, 1949), p.506. 
~ Tren1, w.w. Guide for Better Reading. West Virginia: 
State D partment of Education, 1949. p.l09. 
'=l 
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By way of illustration, it might be said 
that a few of the opportunities are: city parks 
and playgrounds with ~any facilities for recreation 
and pleasure, games;. such as golf and tennis, 
theatres and movies, concerts, church and · Sunday 
I 
I 
School, Boy and Gil~ Scouts, summer camps, and 1 
hikes and outings.~ I 
As skill in communication influences the s~udent's parti-
1 
cipation "in every school and life situation"~, the language 
arts program bears to a great degree, the responsibility for 
training the student for fruitful in-school and out-of-school 
living. 
The students should be encouraged to use their leisure 
time profitably so that their sensitivity to the beautiful in 
literature and life will grow and so that they may develop 
"conscious criteria by which they may determine the worth 
of what they read, see, or hear, both as art products and 
as social commentary".l/ 
1 Seventh, in order that the study skills formulated at 
this time will prove beneficial to the student for the rest 
of his life, effective work habits should be developed. 
These should be a common concern in all subjects of study. 
The particular contributions of the language arts to effec-
tive work habits might be listed as follows: 
1/ Chisholm, Op. cit., p. 93. 
~ "Communication" Bulletin 1. Oral Expression in the Elemen- 1 
tary Schools. Newton: Public Schools, 1948. p.). 
1/ "Outline of Desirable Outcomes," Op. cit., p.4. 
\See Appendix) • 
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•••• learning to locate and select materials 
for a purpose; learning to use reference sources 
and libraries, securing data through observation 
and interview or from other community resources, 
developing skill in notetaking, adapting tech-
nique of reading material for the purpose at 
hand, organizing material from several sources 
into a unified report, writing legibly, using 
appropriate manuscript forms, proof reading 
what has been written, using reference sources 
concerning spelling, punctua tion, capitaliza-
tion, and grammatical usage, use of voice in 
articulation, enunciation, developing freedom from 
distracting mannerisms, assuming responsibility 
for correct use of reference sources, learning 
to work in committees and groups, defining 
problems, giving and securing suggestions, se-
lecting and combining ideas into a plan of work, 
assigning duties, sharin~ 1responsibilities and evaluating the outcomes.:; 
Responsibility is heavy upon the communication arts 
program for the development of work habits which carry over 
into all activities of successful living. It is an 
obligation which demands primary consideration in the design 
of any language arts program~ 
q Eighth, consideration should be given to the sensitive 
and effective participation in group life. This should 
develop an understanding of human nature and the interde-
pendence of all the peoples of the world both culturally 
and economically. 
Literature can be seen as a source of information 
concerning the habits and cultures of people of f oreign 
nations and of people of varied economic and social levels 
1 Outline of Desirable Outcomes", op. cit., p.4. 
See Appendix) • 
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within the confines of our own country. When students need 
guidance in any of the particular problems that deal with 
sensitive and effective participation in group life, in 
the opinion of Bishop 
•••• classes in English can be adapted 
to solve these problems without sacrificing 
any of the objectives normally arrived at in 
the course, and without presenting either a 
d.iluted guidance program or an English 
program that is peri£~ieally riding out on 
extraneous tangents.-
Group work in language arts, may help students solve 
the problems that stand in the way of their future chances 
of effective and sensitive participation in community 
life. 
In the following chapter, the writer outlines specific 
objectives with charts and interpretations for a language 
arts program for Grade Seven that are in keeping with 
the physiological and psychological nature and needs of 
the student. 
I 20 
1/ Bishop, Brother Sylvere. 
Unpublished Master's thesis. 
University, 1946. p. 20. 
"Guidance in the English Class." 1 
Boston, Massachusetts: Boston 
I, II 
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CHAPTER III 
COURSE OF STUDY IN LANGUAGE ARTS 
FOR GRADE SEVEN 
A. Guiding Principles for a Language Arts Program 
B. Charts of Specif'ie Outcomes - Grades Six through Nine 
1. Thinking 
2. Speaking 
J. Listening 
4. Reading 
5. Writing 
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A. Guiding Principles for a Language Arts Program 
1. The language arts must recognize children' .s interests 
both in and out of school. 
2. Incidental teaching or learning must be supplemented 
by definite, well-planned instruction. 
3. Language skills most commonly needed in life should 
be presented first. 
4. Mastery of skills calls for first-hand appreciation 
of their values. 
5. Practice should be adjusted to rate of learning and 
to individual pupil needs. 
6. Need for skills should be met in situations purposeful 
to the learner; certain skills should be singled out 
for practice and then applied in other purposeful 
situations. 
7. Provision should be made for the systematic review 
of the skills singled out for study. 
B. Standards of performance should be constructed !? 
serve as guides in measuring achievement. (1-8)-
9. Students should be given refreshment of mind and spirit 
through appreciation of aesthetic values in and per-
sonal enjoyment of literature, radio, television, 
motion pictures, dramatics, and imaginative writing. 
10. Literature should be presented in such a way as to de-
velop a personal sense of values and to promote dynamic 
and worthwhile allegiances to ideas and ideals, to 
friends, home, church, and community and to the prin-
ciples of democracy in the United States and throughout 
the world. 
11. The language arts program must lead in organizing the 
entire school for attack upon the problems of communi-
cation basic to learning in all subjects of study and 
in relationship to every activity of the school. 
12. The language arts have a responsibility for increasing 
the range and persistence of the student's interests 
and for sharpening his observation and quickening his 
perceptions through literature and imaginative writing. 
1/ Nelson, op. cit., p.3. 
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1.3. Students should learn how to locate and select 
material for a purpose, how to use reference 
sources and libraries, how to secure data 
through observation and interview, or from 
other community resources. 
14. Students should learn how to work in committees or 
small groups, defining their problems, giving and 
secuning suggestions, selecting and combining 
ideas into . a plan of work, assigning duties and 
sharing responsibilities, and evaluating the 
outcomes of the group work. 
15. Students should develop through group work, informal 
group discussion, ·and parliamentary p3'1'actice, the 
skills of participation in the group life. 
16. The language arts should lead also to an ·understanding , 
through literature; discussion, and co-operative 
group undertakings, the problems of inter-group life 
among rural and city groups, varied economic and 
social levels, racial, ethnic, and religious groups, 
and among people of different ages. 
17. The language arts should help develop a faith in and 
allegiance to such basic values of democracy as 
recognition of the integrity of human personality and 
the worth of the individual. 
18. Young people should gain increased knowledge of the 
vocational opportunities open totnem through the 
reading of biography, through writing, and talking 
about the vocational world, and through radio, 
television, film, and platform presenta!;:i,ons of types 
of work and successful workers. (9-18) !/ 
17 "outline of Desirable outcomes", op. cit., pp. 2-5. 
(See Appendix). 
2.3 
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B. Charts of Specific Outcomes 
The charts "Specific Outcomes by Grades" give a 
complete picture of the progression in language activities ' 
in Grades VI - IX. 
From these charts each teacher can see: 
1. The new work 
2. The work requiring further teaching 
3. The work of the preceding grades 
4. The work of the grades to follow. 
Since children learn at different rates, each 
teacher should: 
1. Make surveys early in the year to determine 
strengths and weaknesses 
2. Plan the work for the year to cover the 
requirements plus needed review 
3. Teach skills of other grades when the need 
arises, if such teaching will be meaningful 
to children 
4. Teach mechanics and grammar, not as an end in 
themselves, but as an aid to better communi-
cation 
5. Maintain the skills already acquired. 
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1. Thinking 
The area of thinking in language is well expressed 
by Dawson, who states: 
The power to think, and to think clearly 
and logically, underlies all expression. To 
construct a sentence {express a complete thought), 
to build a true paragraph, to determine the 
logical · sequence of events or ideas, to build an 
outline, to discuss a given que'stion, to interpret 
through dramatization, to give a report, to tell a 
story -- all require organization. of thinking. 
Whatever in the child's school or out-of-school 
experience tends to increase his power to think 
or enrich his stock of ideas will increase the 
effectiveness of his language ••••• At the heart 
of every language program must be · am.ple provision 
for children to develop interests, to · gain ex-
perience, to learn to live in a group, and to 
participate in group enterprises. Language is 
communication, and communication presupposes 
ideas and interests, as well as associates with 
whom to communicate. Individual. practice on 
isolated forms does not develop thought power • 
•••• An effective language program is concerned 
with two major aspects of expression: .the ideas 
that children have and wish to express, and the 
techniques and skills that facilitate expression 
of those ideas ••••• No teacher is doing a com-
plete job as a teacher of language who minimizes 
the importance of either the need for rich 
experiences that stimulate thoughts and ideas, 
or the impro.vement of the techniques and skills 
involved in expressing them. The program of the 
classroom must be designed to enrich ideas, 
develop thought power, foster imagination, sharpen 
the powers of observation, and awaken in chif~ren 
the desire for expression and communication.!! 
!f Dawson, Mildred A. "A Course of Study in Language". 
New York: World Book Company, 1948. p. 6. 
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2. Speaking 
Oral communication, mostly in the form of 
conversation is used to convey meaning and to interpret 
feelings, emotions, and knowledges between two or more 
persons. People also need to acquire the ability to speak 
clearly, freely, and easily before a group. This implies 
a certain degree of formality that only experience and 
practice in talking before a group helps to minimize. 
Ease in conversation and poise in group speaking are two 
objectives in this oral communication program. 
Pupils and teachers must be constantly aware of 
levels of usage. Children learn best that which is 
meaningful to them. Only as a child feels the need of 
appropriate usage and has the desire to communicate his 
ideas to others will higher leYels of usage become 
important to him.!/ 
Certain items of the following chart belong in any 
or all divisions of oral communication. These items 
were placed so that particular emphasis would be given 
in certain units of teaching. 
17 Nelson, op. cit., p.lJ. 
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?-1' 
GJnlUL AREAS 
•' 
TBiliXIBG 
SPUKiliG 
I 
I 
lr"\ 
JUBCTIONAL CENTERS 
ORGANIZA!IOB 
ALL SPEAKING 
SITUATIONS 
SOCIAL 
CONVERSATIOli 
GEBnAL 
CONVERSATION 
" 
CBA.R! 01 SPEOtriO OUTCOMES 
SPECIJ'IC OUTCOMES 
GRADB LEVEL 
* IliDICATES WORK NEEDING FURTHER DEVELOPMENT IN UPPER GRADES 
SIX 
1. LEARNING TO DIP TO THE 
TOPIC UNDIR DISCUSSION* 
2. DETERMINING THE TOPIC 
OF A SINGLE PARAGRAPH 
3• MAKING A THREE-!OPIC 
OUTLINE OF A P.A.ISAGE 
4. OUTLINING THE 1 ACTS .AND 
IDJIAS LEARNED JROH A TALK 
5• OUTLINING DATA IN 
PREPARATION lOR A REPORT 
1. USING PLEASING INFLECTION 
AND INTONATION* 
2. HAVING GOOD POSTURE -
AVOIDING MANNERISMS* 
3. DEVJW>PING POISE AND 
ASSURANCE* 
4. SPEAKING DISTINCTLY -
SOUNDING :BEGIJNINGS -
SOUNDING WORD ENDINGS* 
1. SAYING SOMETHING 
WORTHWHILE* 
2. PRONOUNCING WORDS 
CORRECTLY* 
3• UCOGBIZING AND CORRECTING 
ERRORS IN ONE'S OWN SPEECH* 
4. USING EVERYDAY COURTESY* 
5. USING CBEEBFUL GREETINGS* 
SEVEN 
1. •STICKING TO THE POINT• 
UNDER DISCUSSION 
2. DISCUSSING A PROBLDI OR 
~UISTION IN ORDER TO 
REACH A CONCLUSION 
3. DIPlNG TO THE TOPIC Ill 
A PARAGRAPH 
4. OUTLiliiNG A STORY TO BE 
TOLD 
5. PLANNING AND LISTING 
Q,UJJSTIONS TO BE RAISED IN 
PREPARATION FOR A REPORT 
6. JIIDING DATA ON A 
SPICD'IC TOPIC OR 
~UESTIOlf 
1. B:IIIG AT EASE -
APPIARING AT EASE* 
2. BIIATHING EASILY AND 
DDPLY* 
3. SPIAXING SINCERELY* 
4. ADJUSTING VOLUME OF VOICE 
TO THE SIZE OF THE ROOM* 
1. IN!IODUCING SEIJ' AND 
OTDRS (YOUBG PFJ)PU, 
ADULTS, ELDERLY Pl!X>PLE, 
AND DIGNITARIES)* 
2. UOJWiGIN'G PERSONAL 
EXPIRIDCES* 
1. USING CORRECT FOBMS: 1. USilfG CORRECT FORMS:* 
A. EMPHASIS ON CORRECT A. liR:8 lORMS* 
JORMS OF PRONOUBS* SINGULAR AND PLURAL 
B. V.IRB JOBMS: AGREEMENT OF SUBJECT 
LIE, LAY, LEAVE, LET, r AND VliRB 
irvE, GOT - B. TRANSITIVE AND 
c. USiiG iOU'Ns AND PRoNows • INTRANSITIVE JER:Bs 
USING POSSESSIVES LEARNING HOW VEPJ3S ABE 
coRREcTLY* 1 Buim 
LEARNING HOW AN ADJECTIVE AND JUTURE TENSES 
EIGHT 
1. DEPil'lG TO THE TOPIC 
IN A PARAGRAPH 
2. •STICKING TO THE POINT1 
Ill A DISCUSSIOll 
3• DISCUSSING A PROBLEM TO 
A OONCLUSIOH* 
4. PLAIBING A STUDY:* 
A. BREAXING OOWN A BROAD 
TOPIC INTO MAJOR PROBLEMS 
B. OUTLINING EACH PROBLEM 
IBTO SEQUENTUL MINOR 
PROBLEMS (OR QUESTIONS) 
5. GATHERING DATA ON A 
SPECIFIC 'lOPIC 
6. MAKING AN OUTLINE IN' 
PR'PPARA.TION FOR A REPORT, 
TALIC, OR AN ORIGINAL STORY* 
1. STRESSING THE CLOSING 
SENTENCE* 
2. USING D'FECTIVE TEMPO* 
3. UTILIZING A-'ID DEVELOPING 
JURTHER ALL PRECEDING 
ATTITUDES AND SKILLS* 
1. ETI<JIETTE* 
2. INTERVIEWS - FORMAL AHD 
IBI'ORMAL* 
t 
D. ADJECTIVES l lJ~ING PRESENT, PAST, 
----~--~ "'~,.._......,._._ -~ ·-------~---~---
IUD 
1. EXPRESSING DTHUSUSM 
BY MEANS or VOICE* 
2. USING :BDATH, JAW, TONGOE, 
AND LIPS CORRECTLY* 
1. USING I:RI!'OBMAL ARGUMENT.ATIOBI 
A. PERSUASION 
B. EMOTION 
0. PROPAGANDA* 
--------------------------------------~2t.-,B"E~IVNG~AB~LE~!~O~RE~C~O~G.N~I~ZE"'--~----~~~C~T~I;;~-.~-~------------------- ---~-
TELXPHONE 
CONVlmSATIOJi 
STORY-T:ILLING 
AlfliOUNCEMEHTS • 
UPLAHATIONS, 
DIRECTIONS 
SENTENCES, PHRASES* LEARNING !0 USE !HE 
1. PRACTICING THE PROPER 
USE OF THE TELEPHONE:* 
A. SEU-IDEN!D'IC.A.TION 
B. TIME LIMITS 
C. WHO AND WHEN TO CALL 
D. TOPICS FOR CONnRSATION 
E. MESSAGES 
1. SAYING SOME!HING 
WORTHWHILE* 
2. GETTING MATERIAL FROM 
PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 
3· ORGlBIZING MATERIAL INTO 
THREE PARTS: • 
IlfTERESTING INTRODUCTION 
WORTHWHILE COBTENT 
DEriNITE CONCLUSION 
I 4. DEVELOPING TWO POINTS OF A 
I CENTRAL IDEA 
5. GIVING ORAL BOOR REVIEWS* 
6. CONDENSING A STORY BD'ORE 
RETELLING* 
~ 7 • DEVELOPING WORD PICTURES* 
1. GIVING DIRECTIONS CLEARLY* 
2. ELIMINATING UHRECESSARI 
DETAILS* 
I 3. EXPLUNING ILLUSTRATIONS, 
EXHIBITS, AND MAPS TO 
EHRICH MEANING* 
RIGH!r DEGREE 
D. .!Dv.o:BS* 
L.EARNING W'HDf TO USE AN 
ADVIIU3 INSTEAD OF AN 
ADJEC!Iv.l 
2. TAXING PART IN DEBATES, 
AND PANEL DISCUSSIONS* 
1. STUDYING THE TELEPHONE 
DIRECTORY AND ITS 
VARIOUS SECTIONS* 
1. GB!TING MATERIAL FROM 
SII.EBlr :BEADING: 
A. FOR ID'ORMATION 
B. FOR EITJOYMENT 
2. JSVELOPI!TG THREE POINTS ON 
A CENTRAL IDEA.* 
3. TlBLLII'G HUMOROUS STORIES* 
4. USING, 1PAJI(• NOTES* 
5• USING ,LOGICAL OR 
CHRONOU>GICAL ABRANGEMENT* 
6. ADDING JJEW WORDS TO 
'VOCABULARY* 
1. USING ,mE JOLLOWIJlG 
PARLIADITARY PROCEDURES: • 
A. DUTIES OJ THE OFFICERS 
B. REQPIRJMElfTS or A WELL-
RUB IIEE'.fiBG 
C. NOMINATIONS JOR HOME-
BOOM ORGANIZATION 
D. METHOD 01' OBTAINING THE 
l'IOOR 
2. MAXIHG OU! A PUBLIC LIBRARY 
CARD 
3· LEARNING HOW TO STUDY* 
1. MASTERilfG SPECIAL SKILLS 
SUCH AS MAKING EMERGDCY 
CALLS OR CALLING VARIOUS 
CITY DEPARTMENTS* 
1. Gm'TING MATERIAL FB.OM 
OBSERVATION* 
A. IMMEDIATE ElfVIJlONMEft 
B. PICTURES, MOVIES, 
TELEVISION, ADVERTISING 
C. PLACES .DD PERSONS 
D. O:BJEC!S AND HAPPENI!TGS 
2. GE'J.'TilTG MATERIAL BY 
LIS!ENING TO RADIO, SERMONS, 
SPEECHES, ETC. 
1. USIHG THE FOLLOWING 
P .ARLUMEHTJ.RY PROCEDURES: 
MOTION MAKING 
II!BODUCTION 
DISCUSSIO!T 
.AMENDMENT 
WITHDRAWAL 
2. tinllG AN OUTLINE* 
3. GIVING DIDC!IONS TO RUCH 
A CERTAIN POINT* 
1. PRACTICING TWO X:IWDS or 
LONG DISTANCE CALLS -
STATION !0 STATION 
PERSON TO PERSON* 
1. GE!TING MATERIAL BY 
CONVERSATION WITH 
F .AMILY, FRIENDS, TEACHERS, 
-- BY ASKING QUESTIONS 
AND I!TTERVIEWI!TG* 
1. UNDERSTANDING AND USING 
CONVENTIONAL PHRASEOLOGY 
!OR P .ARLUMENT.ARY PROC:EDtJBE* 
. 2. O.IVING EXPLANATIONS ON HOW 
TO DO OR MAKE SOMETHING* 
). Listening 
The major portion of the language arts program 
should be devoted to oral communication, since the only 
written tool used by many adults is that of letter 
writing. It this time is to be spent effectively, pupils 
should know how to listen actively and efficiently. 
Audience situations have become more numerous in and 
outside of school in recent years because of the 
scientific advances in mass communication. 
Each teacher should build toward the outcomes 
round on the next chart. The following steps will aid 
in having more purposeful classroom listening 
experiences: 
1. analyze what constitutes skill in listening; 
2. devise measures of skill in listening 
objectively; 
). determine what interferes with listening; 
4. work out experiences that will develop critical 
and discriminating habits of listening; 
5. develop school-wide projects in listening 
tha t include all classes and activities; 
6. encourage the transfer of habits developed 
in listening, such as concentration and 
attention tyo details, to other learning 
activities.! 
1/ Freeman, Bernice. "Listening Experiences in the Language 
Arts", The English Journal, XXXVIII (December, 1949), p.576. 
~~~~ / Tzpes of Listenins Situations 
A. Listening for information 
1. Radio programs 
2. Television programs 
3. Transcriptions, recordings, sound moving pictures 
4. Reports 
5. Oral reading for information 
6. Special notices 
7. Explanations 
B. Listening for directions 
1. Assignments 
2. Directions relating to doing errands; to following 
school regulations, and other similar situations. 
3. Dictation 
c. Listening in conversation 
1. Class discussions 
2. Free conversations 
3. Telephone conversations 
D. Listening for entertainment 
1. Radio and television programs 
2. Sound moving picture programs 
3. Stories which are told or read 
4. Plays and puppet shows 
5. Jokes and riddles 
6. Poems 
7. Choral speaking 
8. Assembly programs 
I 
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GENERAL .ABEAS JUNCTIOliAL CD!ERS 
LISTENING HOW TO LISTD 
I! 
,, 
I 
I 
! TEA.CBER PRIPARATION i 
•; JOR LISTENING l SITUATIONS 
I 
. 
i; 
I 
' ~ 
I 
~ ACTIVE LISTENING 
•t 
' 
I 
I I 
t 
' 
lL 
' I' JOLLOW.UP ACTIVITIES I 
i 
l 
I 
I 
1 1i 
II 
I 
11' 
, l 
l j[ 
1,! 
•, 
l ,' 
I I 
' 
I 
i 
SPmii IC OUTCOMES 
QR.ADE liEVEL 
CHAR! ~ SPJrJJriC OUTCOMES 
* INDI.A'l'ES WORK NDDING :I'URTBER DEVEU>PMENT IB UPPER GRADES 
J 
SIX S:IVD 
1. LIS'BNING ATHNTIVELY 1. LISTDIJIG WITHOUT 
2. PREBEND 
3· S HEARD 4. ~~04~~~~ .V a'AUV~~ ,. ...... a n..-........ AI.liJU.DY DOW* 
MATDUL* 4. BJ:IJ'G .ABLE TO UTAIN WHAT 
5• LISTENING JOR NEW WOBDS l IS BEAllD* JlU> PHRASES* 5. :SliiBG ABLE to J'IX AND IEEP 
• I 
i 
I ATDNTION ON WHAT IS HEA.RD* i 
1 .
1. PBOVIDING MOTIVATION* • • 
·' 2. COBBILA.TllrG WI!H PRESENT I IJTDEST* 3. PUSENTING 10CABULAllY TO BE USED* 
It 
4. PRJ:SENTING (JJESTIONS TO ~ 
DIRECT PUPIL ATTENTION* 
5. DISCUSSING THE TECHNIQUE 
A1lD VALUE OF NOTE-TAXIBG* 
6. TRAINING PUPILS IN 
-
INFORMATIONAL LISTENING 
AND RECREA.TIONA.L LISTENING* li 
1. USING THE DIRECTING 1. TJXIJG NOTES OOlUNG 
QUESTIONS FOR INfORMATION• BllOADOASTS, BECOBDINGS, 
AL MA.TEP IAL* SPECIAL REPORTS OR LECTURES* 
2. fOLLOWING TEE GUIDES !OR 2. LIS!ENING Wl!rH 
GOOD LISTENING* DISCRU!INATION* l i 
l 1. USI:MG NOTES OR DIRECTING 1. CARRYING OUT DIRECTIONS 
OR IISTBUCTIONS* QUIS!IONS* 
2. ASI:IIG QUESTIONS ABOUT 2. DISCUSSING MATERIAL* 
WHAT IS NOT UNDlmSTOOD* 3. ASSOCIATING NEW MATERIALS 
3• USING INfORMATION GAl~ WITH PREVIOUS DOWLEDGE 
I AND EXPERIENCE* 
EIGH! NI:O 
1. RELIVING WHAT THE SPEAXER I 
. 
' 
I I 
! 
I, 
I 
' 
I 
' I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
1. LISTENING WITH A 1. LISTENING WI!H A 
C!BATI Vlll MIBD* llD'LECTIVE M!W 
' 
1. DISCUSSING MATERIAL* I 
A. IVALUATING AND 
i ORGANIZING !JEW CONC!PTS• I 
f 
B. USING .AllD APPLYING I I 
OW CONCEPTS* I : 
I 
' ; 
' 
I 
ii 
I' 
If 
4. Reading 
A. Reading ability has a close and positive rela-
tion to school success. Rei4ing is a tool that 
is used in every classroom.!! 
B. Reading should be functional and the materials 
should be selected to meet individual needs, 
understanding, and solution of personal problems. 
The reading program should aid in developing 
clarity in communication and should be corre-
lated with writing and speaking. · 
c. Teaching reading successfully depends upon the 
use of various techniques, such as: research, 
testing, diagnosing, constant appraising or 
progress, and remedial teaching. 
D. The accomplishment most desired of the reading 
program is that the children make positive 
growth along the lines of the aims of education. 
They should gain in understanding the world in 
which they live. They should learn to alter 
their ideas and appreciations along socially 
desirable lines so that they may grow in their 
ability to perform acts essential to social 
living. 
E. The chief aim of our reading program should be 
to produce individuals capable of bringing 
the greatest amount of power to their daily 
living, so that t~~ir lives may express poise 
and harmony.(B-E)~ 
1/ Providence, Rhode Island, Department of Public Schools, 
Course of Study in English {Grades 7-8-9}, 1942. p.8. 
y Nelson, op. cit., p. 125. 
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READING 
-
PHYSICAL HABITS 
READING 
COMPREHENSIVELY 
AND PURPOSllPULLY 
WCATING 
Mi\TERIAL 
APPRECIATION AND 
EVALUATIONS 
T'" 
I 
I 
A 
!' OF SPECIJIC OUTCOMES akl 
1. INCREASING EYE SPAN* 
2. USING PERCEPTUAL SKILLS 
.AND WORD ANALYSIS* 
3. ELIMINATING UNNECESSARY 
:BODY MOTION* 
1. GETTING MAIN IDEAS* 
2. USING DICTIONARY SKILLS* 
3. USING CONTEXT TO GET 
MEANING* 
1. USING TABLE OF CONTENTS, 
I~, AND GU)SSARY* 
2. U)CATING EXACT IN!'OBMA.TION* 
3• WCATING NEEDED DE!U.ILS* 
4. J'INDING MOST INTERESTING OR 
EXOI Tilm PART* 
1. REALIZING THE NEED TO 
IMPROVE* 
2. MAKING A CONSCIOUS EFFORT 
TO IMPROVE* 
3. BUir..DG INTEREST FOR 
LEISURE TIME* 
4. USING CLASSROOM AND PUBLIC 
LIBRARIES* 
' 
I 
I 
I 
R DEVELOPMENT IN UPPER GRADES 
snu 
1. IMPROVING THE HABITS OF 
READING SUCH AS SITTING 
.A..lfD STANDING POSITIONS, 
LIGHT ADJUSTMENT A1fD 
:BOOK PLACING* 
1. MAltiNG OUTLINES AND . 
SUMMARIES* 
2. TAXING NOTES TO USE IN 
GIVING REPORTS* 
3. RETAINING AND REPRODUCING 
MEANINGS* · 
4. USING ENCYCLOPEDIA AND 
OTHER RErERENCES* 
5. IMPROVING IN THE MASTERY 
OF MECHANICS 01!' DADINQII' 
6. VISUALIZING DETAILS* 
1. MJXIWG COMPARISONS* 
1. DESCRIBING ANY EVENT, 
CHARACTER, OR SCENE* 
2. SKIMMING* 
A. TO FIND THE PLACE 
DESIRED 
:B. TO FIND APPROPRIATENESS 
OF A SELECTION* 
3. READING TO INTERPRET 
MEANING* 
4. READING TO ANSWER 11' ACT 
Q.UESTIONS* 
1. BUILDING STUDY HABITS:* 
A. COMPREHENSION 
:B. OONCENTRATIOU 
C. SELECTION AND ORGA.NI ZA* 
TION OF MATERIALS 
D. ASSOCIATION OF MEANINGS 
E. GENERALIZATION 
~ 
2. CHOOSING SECTIONS APPROPRI-
ATE lOR DRAMATIZATION 
I 3. APPRECIATING APT CHOICE OF 
WORDS"' 
4. APPRECIATING :BEAUTY or 
MATERIAL READ"' 
I 
, 5. WCATING UNUSUAL EXPRESSIONS 
SUCH AS DULECT, AND 
DETIJU.fiNING THE VALUE AND 
SOURCE* 
6. APPLYING SKILLS OF READING 
TO MATERIAL OTHER THAN THAT 
USED IN LANGUAGE CLASSES* 
EIGHT 
1. APPLYING TO ONE'S PRO:BLEt.!S 
THE INFORMATION GAINED* 
2. TRAINING TO IMPROVE RATE: 
.A. READING IN PHRASES 
l3. TIMED BEADING* 
1. READING TO ANSWER PROBLEM 
Q.UESTIONS* 
1. ORIIDP.l'.ATION AND CARE OF 
:BOOKS: 
USING ALMANACS, ATLASES, 
GAZETTEERS, ENCYCLOPEDIA, 
CARD CATALOGUE* 
2. EVALUATING AUTHOR 1 S 
STAT~{IDNTS AND CRITICIZING 
IN VIEW OF SEIF EXPERIENCE* 
3. INCREASING THE READING 
A-liD SPEAKING VOCABULARY* 
A. FINDING MEANINGS TO 
UNJ' AMI LIAR WORDS 
:B. FINDING ''lAYS TO :BUILD 
VOCABULARY* 
I 
I 
I 
I 
NINE 
. 
1. ADJUSTING THE READING RATE 
TO PURPOSE Ol!' MATERIALS:* 
A. IDENTil!'YING !~!!PES OF 
MATERIALS 
:B. KNOWING READING 
REQ.UIREMENTS 
C. KNOWING HOW TO ADJUST 
THE RATE 
1. READING TO PREDICT 
OUTCOMES* 
1. DEVELOPING SOCIAL INSIGHTS 
AND SENSITIVITY (ATTITUDES, 
APPRECIATIONS, UNDERSTANDING 
AND BDAVIOR THAT IMPROVE 
RUMAN RELATIONSHIP* 
2. UNDERSTANDING HOW PUBLIC 
OPINION IS FORMED"' 
3. STIMULATING A LIVELY 
INTEREST IN READING* 
4. EXTENDING AND ENRICHING 
READING EXPERIJ:tlCES* 
5. ADVANCING OF EACH PUPIL IN 
READING GROWTH IN DIRECT 
PROPORTION TO THE INTEREST, 
UNDERSTANDING, AND THE 
PLEASURE HE DERIVES FROM 
READING* 
I 
l· 
I 
I 
I 
li 
II 
5. Writing 
Steps in learning a native language are: first, 
hearing and speaking; next, reading, and finally, 
writing)} 
The following suggestions are recommended to 
determine emphasis in a program of written communication: 
1. Re-examine the daily exercises with language, 
the so-called "practical" examples, and do 
them rather quickly in terms of reality. 
Teach the filling-in of order blanks instead 
of writing order letters; give students fam-
iliarity with personnel blanks and similar 
forms - even with the ballot. 
2. Introduce independent writing, limiting it 
to the topics the student can really handle. 
Through this medium of talking simply about 
the events and questions of his daily life, 
lead the student to d1scover the power and 
the pitfalls of language. 
J. Make every paper a responsible event. What-
ever the matter, there is a place for honesty, 
clarity, and effort. 
4. Relate experience with wr:i,ting and speaking 
to reading, asking from the writer the same 
honesty, clarity, and effort that th~ 1stu­dents expend on their little papers.~ 
"The Outline of Desirable Outcomes and Experiences 
in Language Arts", states: 
In all matters of written communication, students · 
should assume responsibility for legible handwriting, 
appropriate manuscript form, for proof-reading what 
1/ La Brant, Lou. "The Individual and His Writing", The 
English Journal, XXXIX (April, 1950), p. 185. 
g} Ibid., pp. 188-189 
they have written, and for use of sources 
of references concerning spelling, punctua-
tion, capitalization, and grammatical usage. 
G:owr4 in independence of the teacher is the 
a 1m.!/ 
1 "Outline of Desirable Outcomes", op. cit., p.2. 
See Appendix). 
GENERAL .AREAS FUNCTIONAL CENTERS SPECIFIC OU'.rOOMES 
GRADE LEVEL 
CHART OF SPiiCIF IC OUTCOMES 
* INDICATES WORK BEEDING FURTHER DEVELOPMENT IN UPPER GRADES 
SIX s:a:vm 
I 
EIGHT 
WRITING I FILLING IN FO:BMS I 1. WRITING OWN NAME, 2. WRITING PARENTS' NAMES li -------~- - --t 
ADDRESS, SCHOOL ETC.* 3. WP.ITUJG O'flN :BIRTHPLACE 
AND DATE* 
USAGE AND 
SENTENCE STRUCTURE 
-----------
TO :BE TAUGHT IN 
MEANINGfUL SITUATIONS 
IN ANY OR ALL OF THE 
!'UNCTIOBAL CENTERS 
CAPITALIZATION 
------------
TO BE TAUGHT IN 
MEANINGFUL SITUA* 
TIONS IN ANY OR ALL 
OF THE FUNCTIONAL 
CENTERS 
1. USING PERSONAL PRONOUNS 
CORRECTLY* 
2. USING CORRECT VERB FORMS:* 
EMPHASIS ON: 
COME, SEE, IX>, 00, GIVE, 
~-'illi--~i:). .ABE, ISN T, HA. VE, 
MAY•W, WAS-~ 
fficir-LEA.R'if; iJF;:LAY, 
SIT-SliJ.r, LEA vE='LET 
3• AvOiDiNG THE USE OF THE 
IX>UBLE NEGATI VJfl' 
4. AVOIDING DOUBLE SUBJECT 
5. DISTINGUISHING COMMONLY 
MISUSED FORMS:* 
or IN PLACE OF HA. VE, 
- -:BETWEEN-AMONG, 
SWAM-Sw11M, IN-INTO, 
TiiS-MT --
6. 'iiifiNG OPENING SENTENCES 
APPROPRIATE* 
7 • MAKING CLOSING SENTENCES 
APPROPRIATE* 
8. INOWING THE USE FOR 
FRAGMENTS OF SENTENCES* 
9• INOWING THE NEED FOR 
MODIFIERS* 
10. USING ADJECTIVES PROPERLY* 
1. USING SIMPLE AND COMPOUND :I 
SU'.BJJlCTS AND PREDICATES* 
2. USING CLAUSES* 
3. CODJlCTING FRAGMENTS OJ' 
SEN!ENCES AND RUN-ON 
SEmNCES* 
4. USIIG APPROPRIATE ADJECT! VES 
5· USING THE DICTIONARY TO 
FIND APPROPRIATE ADJECTIVES* 
6. RECOGNIZING AND USING 
ADJ.:}TIVE GROUP MODIFIERS* 
7. RECOGNIZING AND USING 
ADVIRB MODIFIERS* 
8. CHANGING ADJECTIVES TO 
ADVERBS* 
9• DCOGNIZING AND USING 
ADVERB MODIFIERS* 
10. CONSIDERING DEGREES OF 
MlWliNG* 
11. DISTINGUISHING :BETWEEN 
ACTION AND S~TE-Or-:BEING 
VERBS* I 
12. LEARNING TO USE PRESENT, 
PAST, AND FUTURE TENSE, 
PEWEOT TENSE* 
13. UIDIRSTANDING PERSON AND 
NUMBER* 
14. SP:ILLING IBREGULAR VEB:B 
FORMS CORRECTLY* 
1. FIRST WORD IN SENTENCE* f 1. WORDS RWERRING TO THE 
2 • .A:B:BREVIATIONS SUCH AS:* DEITY* 
MR., MRS., DR., ST., AVE., 2. TI!LES OF PEOPLE* 
MASS.- - - - 3. DIRECTIONS OB' CO!ofPASS USED 
3 • LfiiEs OF POETRY* {' AS HAMES* 
4. SPECIAL DAYS, MONTHS, 
HOLIDA!I* I 
5. PARTICULAR PEOPLE, PLACES, ' 
THINGS - PROPER ADJECTIVE 
6. TITLES OF STORIES, :BOOKS* 
7. FIRST WORD OF GREETING-
CLOSING* 
S. JIRST WO~ IN QUOTATION* 
1. RECOGNIZING AND USING 
THE SUBORDINATE CLAUSE* 
2. USING THE COMPLEX SENTENCE* 
3. REDUCING LONG SENTENCES '!0 
SIMPLE !'OEM* 
4. CONDENSING MATERIAL* 
5. PLACING ADJECTIVE MODD'IERS 
TO SHOW TRUE MEANING* 
6. PLACING OF ADVERBS* 
7 • PLACING MODIFIEF.S or 
ADVERBS AND ADJECTIVES FOR 
l!MPHISIS* 
8. KEEPING THE SAME VER:B 
TENSE IN A STORY* 
9. CHOOSING THE C9RRECT 
PRONOUN .Al'TER A LINKING 
VER:B* 
10. USING ADJECTIVES AFTER 
LINXING VER:BS* 
11. RECOGNIZING AND USING 
TRANSITIVE VERBS* 
12. LEARNING THE PRINCIPAL 
PARTS OF VERBS* 
13. USING NOMINATIVE AND 
OBJECTIVE CASE* 
14. USING PRONOUNS IN THE 
POSSESSIVE CASE* 
15. USING P..ELATIVE PRONOUNS* 
16. USING PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES 
17. USING THE PRONOUN AS O:BJECT 
OF PREPOSITIONS 
1~. INOWING TWO KINDS OF 
CONJUHCTIONS* 
1. TOPICS IN OUTLINES* 
I 
I 
NINE 
1. USING THE PRESENT PEE!'iOOT 
TENSE - PAST PEEFECT TENSE 
IN SEQUENCE* 
2. USING ADVERB MODD'IERS 
AFTER INTRANSITIVE VERBS* 
3• DISTINGUISHING :BMWEEN 
LimNG AND HElPING VERBS 
4. REVIEWING THE ANTECEDENT 
OF A PRONOUlf 
5. USING IND!F INITE PRONOUNS 
CORRECTLY 
\ 
PUBC-TUATIOB 
LE1'rER WRITING 
WRITING STORIES, 
POEMS, REPORTS, 
RIDDLES 
1. UNDERSTANDING THE PUBPOSJl 
OF PUNCTUATION* 
2. USE OF THE PERIO~ 
3· USING THE COMMA TO I:RDICATI 
DIRECT ADDRESS* 
4. PUNCTUATING A SERIES OF 
PHRASES, WORDS* 
5. USING THE COMMA IN J'ORM 
OF LETTERS* 
6. USI~G THE COMMA TO 
SEP ABATE INDEPENDDT WORD 
(AS YES, NO) FBOM REST OF 
THE SENTENcE* 
7. USING QUOTATION MARKS IN 
COMPLETE QPOTATIOB* 
1. COMPOSING ORIGINAL LETTERS 
A. SOCIAL LETTERS 
INVITATIONS, LETTERS OF 
THANKS, FRIENDLY LETTERS 
B. BUSINESS LETTERS* 
2. INO't':ING THE PARTS OF A 
LETTER 
3. COlmECT PLACEMENT OF PARTS* 
4. USIJI'G PROPER PIDTCTIJATIOP 
5. KNOWING WHAT TO INCLUDE* 
6. ADDRESSING THE ENVELOPE* 
1. SELJOOTING AND ORGANIZING 
STORIES AND UPORTS FROM: 
A. PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 
B. PI OTURE STUDY 
C. OUTSIDE ACTIVITIJ!ll* 
2. USING THE DICTIONARY:* 
A. ALPHABETICAL ORDER 
B. DIACRITICAL MARKS 
C. PUNCTUATION IEY 
D. GUIDE WORDS 
E. SYLLABICATION 
3. KNOWING REQUIREMINTS OF A 
GOOD PABA GRAPH: * 
A. GOOD BEGINNING 
B. VARIETY IN SENTENCES 
4. USING OOBRECT CAPITALIZA* 
TION AND PUNCTUATION 
5. CHOOSING EXPRESSIVE WORDS* 
6. USING SYNONYMS, ANTONYMS, 
HOMONYMS* 
1. WRITING PERSONAL STORIES* 
8. WRITING BOOK REPORTS* 
1. WRITING POSSESSIVE FORMS* 
2. USING THE COLON IB 
:BUSIDSS SALUTATION* 
3• USING THE COLON AlTER 
IITRODUCTION TO A LIST* 
4. USING THE COMMA IN 
P.ARDTHMICAL EXPR:BSSIOr 
5. PUNCTUATING THE SPLIT 
QUOTATION* 
1. COMPOSING LETTERS* 
A. SOCIAL LETTERS 
ACCIPTANCE OR Rl!I'USAL 
B. BUSINESS LETTERS 
O~S AND ORDER BLANKS 
IJQUIRY 
2. DOWIWG HOW TO J'OLD A 
LR'rT:J12l CORRECTLY 
1. SEL!XlTilfG AND ORGA.liTIZING 
MATERIAL FOR STORIES AND 
REPO~S FROM:* 
A. LIURATURE 
B. ~10, MOVIES, TELEVlSION 
2. USIN~ THE DICTIONARY:* 
SELECtiON OF PERTUo~'ENT 
MEANING 
3• USING REI'ERENCE BOOKS:* 
A. TABLE or COBTENTS 
B. INDEX 
4. Jrnm'iilrG REQUIREMENTS or A 
GOOD P.lllA.aRJPH: * 
ORGANIZING MATERIAL: 
A. RUINING JlOTES 
B. JOftiNGS 
C. SIMPLE OUTLINES 
5. UlGICJ.L ORDER OF EVENTS* 
6. WRITIJG PERSONAL EXPERIENCES: 
DWS STORIES, JOKES, 
I ANNOUlfCIMINTS,DIARIES, PLAYS, CLASS AND SCHOOL DWSP.APERS 7 • WRITING COMMITTEE REPORTS* • 
1. USING THE COMMA IN 
COMPLEX SENTENCE* 
2. USilfG THE COMMA AFTER 
INTRODUCTORY PHRASES* 
3. PUNCTUATING SENTENCE WITH 
VERB AND SUBJECT IN 
IIVDTED FORM* 
4. RECOGNIZING AND PUNCTUATING 
THE NOUN IN APPOSITION* 
5. PUNCTUATING COMPOUND 
SENTENCES WITH NO 
CONJUNCTION* 
6. USING THE INDIRECT QUOTATION 
1. COMPOSI:BG LETTERS* 
A. SOCIAL LETTERS 
FOREt GB CORRESPONDENCE* 
B. BUSINESS LETTERS 
LmTERS OF APPLICATIOr 
TELEGRAMS AND NIGHT LETTER 
1. USING VARIETY IN SENTENCE 
STRUCTURE: 
RECOGNIZING AND USING 
COMPOUND AND COMPLEX 
SENTENCES* 
2. MAKING REPORTS FULL ENOUGH 
TO BE INTERESTING* 
3· MAXING ACCURATE REPORTS 
AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES* 
1. J'OBMING THE PLURAL OF 
LETTERS AND FIGURES* 
1. COMPOSING LETTERS 
A. SOCIAL LETTERS 
ALL TYPES 
B. :BUSINESS LETTERS 
Ll!.'.rTERS OF APPRECUTION 
COMPLAINTS 
' 
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CHAPTER IV 
ILLUSTRATIVE UNITS 
A. Units 
1. Story-telling 
2. Family- living 
B. Multi-sensory aids 
1. Reading lists 
2. Film list 
J. Filmstrips 
4. Recordings 
-38-
A. The Unit Method 
The program of language arts in the junior 
high school should consist of meaningful language 
experiences organized into large units of instruction 
rather than page-to-page assignments on different 
phases of the program. • ••• Great care should be 
taken to avoid disjointed instruction, particularly 
the separation of ideas to be communicated and the 
mechanics of communicating them.!/ 
The unit may be defined as a grouping of 
related materials around some functional center 
which will provide for desirable growth in any or 
all of the following: concepts, knowledges, skills, 
habits, attitudes, and appreciations.~ 
The subject matter of the language arts 
course of study is to be organized largely into 
functional centers. These, in turn, become the 
bases on which to build units. 
Two illustrative units will be presented here. 
Individual teachers should organize the work of 
the grade into units of immediate and active 
interest to their particular classes. In this 
1/ Providence, op. cit., p.l2. 
2/ Brockton School Department. Course of Study in English, 
Grades 7-8-9. Brockton, 1941. pp. 8-10. 
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manner, each teacher will stress the same language 
skills, but each will co-ordinate the work into 
units suitable to individual groups. 
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STORY-TELLING UNIT 
GRADE SEVEN 
'I 
/' 
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OUTLINE PLAN OF STORY-TELLING UNIT 
I. Statement of the unit 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
Aims of the unit 
A. Teacher aims 
B. Pupil aims 
Motivation 
Delimitation of the unit 
Study outline of story-telling unit for 
pupil use 
VI. Procedure and class activities 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
x. 
A. Suggested approaches 
B. Suggested class activities 
c. Optional activities 
Supplementary materials to be mimeographed 
A. Use of vivid words 
B. Guide for enunciation and pronunciation 
Evaluations 
Desired outcomes 
References 
A. Teacher references 
B. Pupil references 
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STORY-TELLING UNIT 
GRADE SEVEN 
Tentative time - 3 weeks 
I. Statement of the unit: 
Since various forms of story-telling are in 
constant use by children, there should be provision 
in language arts through guided classroom experi-
ences for continues growth in this ability. The 
unit may be defined as a grouping of related 
materials around story-telling as the functional 
center which will provide for desirable growth in · 
any orall of the following: concepts, knowledges, 
skills, habits, attitudes, and appreciations (out-
lines specifically below). 
II. Aims of the unit: 
A. The teacher's aims: 
1. To provide opportunities for the sharing 
of stories, anecdotes, and personal 
experiences 
2. To develop the ability to express their 
thoughts more clearly and effectively 
through the sharing of experiences ·and 
activities in speaking and writing. 
3. To guide pupils in selecting material 
with audience in mind 
4. To develop a better choice of words 
5. To stimulate improvement in speaking, 
writing, and listening skills 
B. The pupil's aim' 
1. To improve ability to relate experiences 
interestingly 
III. Motivation: 
A. Story-telling as an art 
1. Use before the age of books 
2. Puppose today 
3. Interest today 
4. Use by pupils 
5. Use in vocations today 
6. Reading of stories to stimulate interest 
IV. Delimitation of unit: 
A. Pre-testing 
1. Evaluation of skills already possessed 
2. Setting up of specific aims by pupils 
and teacher 
B. Studies of qualities of good narration 
stressing the following: 
1. Study of proper organization of a story 
a. Requirements of a good paragraph 
(1) Organization of material 
(a) running notes 
(b) jottings 
(c) simple outlines 
(2) Good beginning sentence 
(J) Variety in sentence structure 
(4) Strong ending 
c. Sources of materials for stories 
1. Literature 
2. Picture study 
J. Radio, television, movies 
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4. Outside activities 
D. Development of skills to improve story-telling 
1. Oral stories 
a. Enrichment of vocabulary 
b. Habit forming drills involving the use 
of personal pronouns 
2. Written stories 
a. Recognition of sentences 
b. Nouns 
(1) Plurals 
(2) Possessives 
E. Practice in story-telling 
1. Recounting own experiences 
2. Retelling stories from literature 
a. Fairy tales 
b. Fables 
c. Myths and other favorites 
J. Telling stories to illustrate · a point of view 
4. Story-telling about community or school 
5. Story-telling for special occasions 
F. Supplementary material --- activities 
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STUDY OUTLINE OF STORY-TELLING UNIT 
(This outline to be mimeographed and distributed to pupils.) 
I. Story subjects 
A. Types of stories 
1. Personal experiences 
2. Favorites retold 
3. Anecdotes and jokes 
4. Imaginative stories 
B. Choice of subjects 
1. Within the interest of the group 
2. With but one idea 
3. Appropriate to situation 
4. Personal knowleage of subject 
c. Suitable topics 
Games 
Books 
News 
Hobbies 
Travel 
Animals 
Inventions 
School 
Nature 
Athletics 
Observations 
Special Interests 
Scientific Discoveries 
Radio, Television Programs 
n. Suggested story subjects 
{Your own ideas may be used throughout.) 
1. Personal experiences 
a. The greatest surprise of my life 
b. An incident that taught me a lesson 
c. How I earned my first dollar 
d. I was cook 
e. In the nick of time 
f. The trick that failed 
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g. An embarrassing experience 
h. The meanest thing I ever did 
i. When I lost my money 
j. When Mother was away 
k. A case of mistaken identity 
1. A haunted house 
m. Troubles of a newsboy 
n. When our house caught fire 
o. A punishment I deserved 
p. A spoiled advent4re 
q. An experience I -shall not forget 
r. The last night at camp 
s. Losing our dog 
t. When I won a prize 
2. Imaginary situations 
a. My encounter with a bear 
b. Interviewing the president 
c. The mystery that I solved 
d. How I won the game 
e. Afloat in a rowboat 
f. The capture of a desperado 
g. How I prevented an accident 
h. My great-great grandfather as a pioneer 
i. Brockton, one hundred years ago 
j. My escape from a pirate crew 
k. I think I should like to be 
II. Story Plan 
A. Three divisions of the plan 
1. Introduction - containing key sentence with 
main idea 
2. Body - developing main idea 
3. Conclusion - brief, definite: leaving reader 
satisfied 
B. Method in making plan 
1. List all ideas which you could use in telling 
your story 
2. Select what pertains directly to your main idea 
3. Arrange in proper order 
:I 
:\ 
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III. Beginning sentences 
A. Qualities of good beginning sentences 
1. A good beginning sentence should arouse 
reader's interest. 
2. A writer should plunge right into the 
action of the story. 
3. The first two or three sentences should 
tell WHO? WHEN? WHERE? in an interesting 
way (See below). 
4. Skillful writers show their characters 
in action at the beginning of the story, 
and allow the reader to watch what they 
do and listen to what they say. 
5. Variety in sentence structure creates 
interest. 
6. Use of dialogue attracts attention. 
B. Examples of good beginning sentences 
(Others will be added at student suggestion.) 
1. "All set for the cave? Ready! Let's go!" 
the guide shouted, and we were off on what 
proved to be the most thrilling adventure 
of the summer. 
2. The smile on my face changed to a look of 
fright when I opened the door to admit the 
first guest. 
3. With a whoop of joy, Robert slid down the 
banister and landed with a thud in the 
midst of the group. 
4. Mary gazed with despair at the torn dress. 
5. Growling deeply, Ruff darted past me into 
the underbrush. 
6. "What shall we do?" I groaned. "We're 
locked out!" 
7. "Q,uick! Hide behind the curtain!" Roger 
whispered. 
I 
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8. "Listen! Do you hear someone at the 
window?" 
c. Use of vivid words (See mimeographed sheets.) 
1. Avoid repetitions of such words as 
SAID, WALK, TAKE, etc. 
2. Use words accurately 
). Omit unnecessary words or details to 
have story move rapidly 
IV. Closing sentences 
A. ~ualities of a good concluding sentence 
1. It should be definite. 
2. It should leave the reader satisfied. 
). It must be logical. 
4. It may sum up briefly. 
5. Surprise endings add to the story. 
6. No new ideas should be introduced. 
B. Examples of good closing sentences 
(Others will be added at student suggestion.) 
1. From that time on, he did his best to 
conquer the habit, and, what was more 
important, stayed away from courts 
except when he had a summons. 
2. Needless to say, a powwow was held in 
the woodshed; there were, however, only 
three participants: my father, a razor 
strap, and I. 
). Since that day, I have exercised 
scientific diligence in pasting labels 
on my chemistry bottles. 
4. With a sigh of relief, I sank back into 
my seat, thanking my "lucky stars" for 
helping me do the impossible. 
I 
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5. Do you wonder that, in my family, the 
dog is an honored member? 
6. Like Benjamin Franklin, I knew I had 
spent too much for a whistle. 
?. Again I pr6ved the old saying, "The 
biggest fish is the one that got away." 
V. Hints for retelling a story !/ 
A. Select a story the group will enjoy. 
B. Use your imagination. See the people and places 
and know how the people feel, and how you would 
feel if you were in their places. 
c. Show by a silence where each · sentence ends. · 
Don't tie sentences with and, --ur, but--ur, 
and so--ur. 
D. At times quote directly. In this way, add 
life to your story, and make it seem real. 
E. Talk to your classmates. Look into their 
eyes, not at the ceiling, the floor, or a 
window. 
F. Keep the story moving swiftly. 
G. Stand easily, not stiffly. Don't slouch or 
wriggle. 
H. Speak distinctly. 
I. Use a pleasing voice. 
11 1/ Tressler, J. · C. English in Action (Course I). Boston: ~ D. c. Heath Co., 1941. p. 23. 
Procedure and Class Activities 
A. Suggested approaches (for the teacher) 
1. The following might be used for an introduction 
to story-telling: 
You have seen how a brief anecdote or a 
clever joke well told can enliven friendly 
conversations . So also for winter evenings 
beside the open fire or for summer evenings 
on the be~ch or around the campfire, what 
is there more entertaining than storytelling? 
Of course if you have traveled far and seen 
famous places pr persons, you have p~enty 
of material for telling attractive stories; 
but even if you have never traveled beyond 
your own small community, you will find 
stories to tell if you keep your eyes and 
ears alert. The ability to see story-
telling possibilities in the everyday 
happenings if 1one mark of a skillful! storyteller.=.~ 
2. Story Analysis 
An example of a good story should be 
studied in advance. Then a poor one might be 
doctored. This will give specific help in 
planning and recognizing what is good. 
3. Informal book talks begun by teacher who then 
lets pupils continue -- impromptu talks. 
4. Tell them about a trip you -have taken. They'll 
enjoy talking about theirs, too. 
5. The teacher might ask: "Did you hear the animal 
stories over Station ---- last night? It 
reminded me about -------- etc." 
1/ Johnson, R.I., McGregor, A.L., and Gunn, M.A. English 
Every Day. Boston: Ginn and Company, 1943. p.l21 • 
. ,.. .. ... · 
B. Suggested class activities 
1. Radio program 
a. Program in form of story-telling hour, 
arranged by committee of class members-
to last one period. Class will decide 
subjects suitable for program and make 
a chart for constructive criticism of 
performance. 
b. Remaining class members to offer 
constructive criticism on the following 
day. 
2. Illustrated class notebook of personal experiences 
to be compiled for sick child in this class or 
another - as circumstances indicate. 
a. Content committee 
To determine suitability of submitted 
material 
b. Art committee 
To work on cover and illustrations 
e. Title committee 
d. Committee for organization 
Note: Other sub-divisions may prove -necessary. 
Since this is a class project, all 
members will contribute selections 
and then work on committees to which 
they are best suited. 
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Optional Activities 
These are merely suggested activities. Classroom 
discussion will provide additional ones to make certain 
each pupil has a project suited to his interests. 
Minimum requirements will differ according to the 
ability of the group. 
A. Oral stories 
1. Imagine that you have a very interesting 
occupation. Give an account of your adventures. 
Suggestions: deep sea diver 
big league ball player 
2. Prepare a three-minute speech that you might 
give at a class reunion in 1970. Tell what 
you have done, present occupation, your 
adventures etc., in an interesting manner. 
3. Make a collection of five interesting anecdotes 
about famous people, which you are prepared 
to tell to the class. 
4. Review a good picture you have seen. Opinions, 
dramatizations may be used here. A time limit 
will be set by class. 
5. Prepare an account of Rip Van Winkle's 
awakening if it had happened in 1950. 
6. Tell a story illustrating one of the 
following proverbs (or another you think 
appropriate): 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
All that glitters is not gold. 
A chain is no stronger than its weakest 
link. 
A stitch in time saves nine. 
Look before you leap. 
Birds of a feather flock together. 
Necessity is the mother of invention. 
Honesty is the best policy. 
Every cloud has a silver lining. 
--==-- -- --=:.::....=-
i. A penny saved is a penny ~arned. 
j. Too many cooks spoil the broth. 
k. Every dog has his day. 
1. Don't put off till tomorrow wha.t you 
can do today. 
m. It never rains but it pours. 
n. He laughs best who laughs last. 
7. Here is a list of persons, mentioned in literature 
and advertising, about whom there are famous 
myths. Find a myth about one on the list; 
tell it to the class in an interesting manner. 
Appollo 
Aurora 
Bacchus 
Cassandra 
Circe 
Cupid 
Diana 
Hercules 
Jason 
Jupiter 
Medusa 
Mercury 
Midas 
Orpheus 
Pandora 
Psyche 
8. Bring to class a newspaper clipping of a story 
that appeals to you. Tell or write the story 
from the point of view of an eye witness; 
arrange your incidents to create suspense. 
B. Written stories 
1. Conversation heightens interest in any story. 
To develop skill in conversation, select one 
of the following activities: 
a. Write a conversation between two characters 
in history. Get a class member to help 
you dramatize it for the class. 
b. Write a conversation that you have heard 
recently, taken part in, or imagined. Make 
it life-like and entertaining. 
Suggested topics: 
(1) 
(2) 
( 3) 
Two of your friends talk over athletic 
teams 
Your older sister and a friend discuss a 
college that they expect to attend 
Your little brother and his friend talk 
about the strange animals they saw at 
the zoo. 
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(4) Have a conversation take place: 
(a) at the dinner table 
(b) on the playground 
(c) with your father when you 
bring home your report card 
(d) with your mother when you 
are teasing for permission 
to go out 
(e) with a stranger who is 
asking for information 
2. Write a story of a snapshot or picture which 
appeals to you. 
3. Find examples of ten good beginning sentences 
and ten good concluding sentences from your 
reading in books, newspapers, and magazines. 
4. Get your grandfather or grandmother to tell 
you an incident of his or her childhood. 
Rewrite in your own words. 
5. Stories have played a large part in the 
history of many people. Make a collection 
of stories of different- nationalities 
for example, Greek, Roman, American 
Indian, American Negro, Hebrew. 
6. With action figures tell a simple story · 
with pictures as the ancient people did. 
?. Make a list of stories you have read and 
liked that told of adventures of boys and 
girls like you. Give title, author, and 
a brief summary. 
S. Try to write a mystery story. It is said 
that successful writers of mystery stories 
often have the solution mapped out before 
they start the story; therefore, they are 
in the habit of planning their story 
backwards. 
9. Choose one of the subjects listed here and 
write a character sketch: 
(1) My younger brother (or sister) 
(2) An old fisherman (3) The neighborhood pest 
(4) A high-pressure salesman 
II 
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or other animal that you know well and 
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have observed closely. Select meaningful 
details. 
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Use of Vivid Words 
(Mimeographed copies to each child) 
Note: This sheet is to bring home to pupils the need for 
greater vocabularies. They will suggest other 
words and this will lead them to a selection of 
their own synonyms, and will provide for pupil 
growth in the use of the dictionary. 
I. Overworked words 
The following list shows the kinds of words for 
which synonyms or substitutes should be acquired: 
absolutely 
adorable 
agreeable 
bunch 
crazy 
dandy 
darling 
delightful 
dreadful 
dream 
fierce 
fine 
funny 
glorious 
good night 
gorgeous 
grand 
great 
guess 
hateful 
horrible 
horrid 
listen 
lovely 
mighty 
nice 
positive-ly 
precious 
reaction 
real 
splendid 
stunning 
sure 
sweet 
wild 
wonderful 
II. Words used .to cover many meanings: lots, awful, ~ 
A. Words or expressions which may be used in place 
of 1.Qll: 
abundance 
adequacy 
ample amount, quantity, supply 
copious " " " 
enough 
extensive supply etc. 
immense amount 
large amount 
lavish or liberal amount 
mass 
numbers 
aplenty 
profusion 
quantity 
riches 
sufficiency 
supply 
variety 
wealth 
many 
much 
J==----== 
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B. Awful is made to do service for all such words as 
,\ the following: 
I 
abominable filthy nauseating I 
annoying forbidding odious 
awkward foul old-fashioned 
bad freezing repulsive 
bitter gaunt revolting 
cantankerous ghastly rude 
chilling gruff shabby 
coarse harsh shocking 
cold hateful soiled 
common hideous stern 
crude hot sickening 
depressing ill-arranged sickly 
detestable ill-bred spiteful 
dirty ill-cooked stiff 
disagreeable ill-cut tactless 
discouraging ill-fitting tiresome 
disgusting ill-prepared unattractive 
dispiriting impolite unbecoming 
displeasing inc,onvenient uncomfortable 
distasteful insipid ungrateful 
distressing irregular uninviting 
evil-looking irritating unpleasant 
exasperating loathsome unsightly 
faded long 
c. ~crowds out all the following words, and more: 
abundant comfortable kindly 
accommodating considerate lady-like 
agreeable convenient lovable 
airy courteous lovely 
appetizing crisp low-toned 
appreciative cultured magnetic 
appropriate dainty manly 
apt delectable opportune 
artistic delightful pleasant 
attractive diverting pleasing beautiful good polished I becoming graceful polite I bright gracious pretty I 
capable gratifying II pure I 
charming handsome quiet I 
civil harmonious rare I 
clean healthful refined 
clear interesting refreshing 
clever invigorating regular 
I 
restful 
rich 
satisfactory 
satisfying 
shining 
smooth 
soothing 
sparkling 
spotless 
suitable 
sweet 
tasteful 
thoughtful 
unselfish 
useful 
valuable 
varied 
warm 
welcome 
well-arranged 
well-bred 
well-cooked 
well-mannered 
winning 
womanly 
worthwhile 
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Activities on Vivid Words 
Select at least two of the following activities in order 
to increase your vocabulary. 
1. Write five synonyms for each of the following: 
beautiful, interesting, skillful, lovely, little. 
Be prepared to use these in lively sentences of 
your own. 
2. Make a list of twenty common nouns that designate 
the names of supernatural beings similar to 
fairies. 
3. See how many specific names you can list under the 
word house. 
4. Find your own pet expression and translate it in 
five different ways, applying it to various 
subjects -- for example, the expression perfectly 
wonderful. What synonyms could be substituted for 
use with (a) an orchard; (b) an opera; {c) a cake; 
(d) a mountain view. 
5. Make a list of eight substitutes for awful to 
apply to (a) an automobile accident; (b) a 
headache; (c) a failure in business; (d) a show 
that was disappointing. 
6. Make a list of specific names that fall under 
such general terms as fish, birds, plants, trees, 
and animals. 
7. Translate the following examples of current slang 
into the phrases that would be used by (1) an old 
lady; (2) a college professor; (3) by you if you 
were talking to your English teacher: a) swell 
guy; b) on the cuff; c) He's softt d) your own 
favorite slang expression. 
B. List as many substitutes as you can for the word 
said. This will be ~ help when you write conversation 
in your stories. 11 
i 
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SELF-TESTING SCORE CARD 
MEASURING YOUR 0\VN ABILITY TO TELL STORIES 
ORAL AND ¥ffiiTTEN STORIES 
1. Is the story interesting to you 
and your listeners? 
2. Do the characters seem real? 
3. Is the story presented in a series 
of vivid pictures? 
4. Does the story have suspense? 
5. Does the opening sentence arouse 
curiosity? Does the beginning 
answer these questions - who? when? 
where? what? why? 
6. Is there conversation to enliven the 
story? 
7. Does the story-teller use clear-cut 
sentences, avoiding the use of nun-
together sentences joined by and's 
8. Does the story end promptly after the 
climax, or point of highest interest? 
AN ORAL STORY 
1. Is the speaker's voice clear, 
resonant, and pleasing? 
2. Does the speaker pronounce all words 
correctly and distinctly? 
3. Does the speaker have good audience 
contact? 
A WRITTEN STORY 
1. Did the writer use varied sentences? 
2. Did the writer spell words correctly? 
3. Is the manuscript attractive and the 
handwriting legible? 
YES NO POINTS 
10 
10 
5 
5 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
SCORE: 65, PASSING;· 70, FAIR; 80, GOOD; 90, EXCELLENT 
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DESIRED OUTCOMEs!/ 
A. Knowledge and understanding of 
1. Contribution that direct discourse gives to 
the effect in telling an anecdote or story 
2. The effect modifiers and expressive verbs 
have on making a sentence vivid and 
clear 
3. Use of variety in expression -- mature 
sentences 
4. Sources of story material 
5. Enough technique to be able to judge and 
correct others as well as himself 
6. Wide range of subject matter 
B. Habits and skills 
1. Encourage the following habits: 
a. Careful planning before presentation of 
all work not contributed spontaneously 
b. Development of all means of appeal such 
as pleasant voice, correct pronunciation, 
skillful and correct use of English 
previously presented 
c. Using clear-cut sentences 
d. Freedom in manner and delivery 
2. Skills to be developed: 
a. Selecting only the details necessary to 
accomplish one's purpose when relating 
an anecdote 
b. Keeping the listener in suspense 
c. Picturing people and relating events so 
that your audience shares your experience 
d. Power to organize material in a logical 
way 
1/ Walsh,Avis C. Reorganization of English in the Junior 
High Schools to Include Supplementary Units of Work. 
Unpublished Master's thesis. Boston, Massachusetts: 
Boston University, 1941. pp. 64-65. 
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c. Attitudes and appreciations 
Appreciation of: 
1. The need to select a story that will interest 
the audience, remembering to regard the 
feelings of others. 
2. The importance of feeling that you know your 
story so well that you can make it clear. 
The skilled story-teller pictures everything 
in his mind but does not memorize what he is 
going to say. 
J. The importance of appearance, manner, and 
voice in social conversation 
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2. FAMILY-LIVING1/ 
1/ Adapted from 
Schlegel, Martha M. "Family Living Vitalizes the 
Language Arts", The Clearing House, XXIV (January, 1950), 
pp. 264-270. 
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OUTLINE. PLAN OF UNIT ON FAMILY-LIVING 
I. Statement of the Unit 
II. Aims of the Unit 
A. Teacher Aims 
B. Pupil aims 
III. Motivation 
IV. Core or Class Activities 
v. Pupil Activities 
VI. Recent Books for Junior and Senior High 
School Pupils 
VII. Evaluations 
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FAMILY-LIVING 
I. Statement of the Unit: 
A language arts curriculum should provide 
solutions of problems in everyday living. 
Experiences or a personal nature create more 
interest than those in the abstract. Therefore, 
unified study of family living should prove 
profitable to all. This should provide 
desirable growth in appreciation, listening, 
speaking, writing, and reading because ability 
in these skills facilitates the communication 
necessary for self-realization and self-
expression. 
II. Aims of the unit 
A. The teacher's aims 
1. To teach pupils to be aware of values in 
family solidarity 
2. To teach pupils the necessity for 
strengthening it from day to day 
3. To teach pupils to be aware of other 
points of view besides their own in the 
family circle 
4. To have pupils attain mental health by 
working toward solutions of their 
problems either by a modification of old 
attitudes or by a gradual adoption of 
new ones 
5. To teach the skills of all phases of the 
language arts not as separate achievements 
but as integral parts or the unit on 
family living 
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6. To teach the following specific skills 
in listening: 
a. To listen attentively and 
courteously 
b. To listen with appreciation 
c. To listen to evaluate material 
d. To listen for directions 
e. To listen for new words and 
phrases 
f. To be able to hear without 
distractions 
g. To connect what is heard with 
what is already known 
h. To be able to retain what is 
heard 
i. To try to relive that about which 
the speaker is talking, and to 
try to imagine clearly what is 
being depicted 
B. The pupils' aims 
1. To observe other points of view on 
family living 
2. To become aware of their own places 
and to feel secure in the family 
circle 
). To be able to analyze comics, radio, 
and television programs, and movies 
for true-to-life family situations 
4. To recognize and practice procedures 
that make for happy family living 
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III. Motivation 
A. Discuss the question: What makes a happy family? 
1. List on board items pupils mention. Some 
which may be mentioned are: co-operation, 
sharing, agreeable personalities, respect 
on the part of both child and parents, 
obedience. 
B. Read to class: "Dr. Lin Yutang and His Daughters".!/ 
1. Add to list (at pupil's suggestion}: 
respect for privacy and loyalty 
c. Discuss "Penrod's Busy Day" by Booth Tarkington.~ 
1. Add to list: security and confidence 
IV. Core and Class Activities 
1. Problems for discussion: 
A. If you had your choice, would you choose 
another family? 
B. If your family had its choice, would it 
choose you? 
(Divide class into groups for private 
discussions of these questions. Con-
clusions should be given before entire 
class. The answers should bring about 
a realization of own responsibilities.) 
2. Ask for volunteers to read books on family 
life to sum up characteristics of a happy 
family to use as criteria for subsequent 
evaluation of any material under observa-
tion. A reading list will be found at the 
end of this unit. 
1/ Cross, E• A. and Lehr, E. Literature, A Series of 
Anthologies, Book I. New York: MacMillan Co., 1943. 
pp. 269-274. 
y Tarkington, Booth. "P,~ntod' s Busy Day", Prose and 
Poetry for Enjoyment. New -York: L. W. Singer Co., 1942. 
PP• 232-245. 
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3. Evaluation of radio andtelevision programs on 
family living 
A. List programs on board 
B. Discuss those whose purpose is comedy 
(not true-to-life) 
Title: Anything for a Laugh 
C. List soap operas under a title such as: 
Anything to Keep You Listening 
D. Devise a rating scale for ~rograms and 
determine value of each. (It will 
probably correspond to the following 
chart.) 
CHARACTERISTICS OF 
A HAPPY FAMILY GOOD FAIR POOR 
-------------------------------------------------
1. Security 
2. Confidence 
J. Sharing 
4. Obedience 
5. Co-operation 
6. Mutual respect 
7. Respect for privacy 
8. Loyalty 
9. Agreeable personalities 
10. True-to-life* 
*For judgment of programs 
books, and movies 
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4. General discussion on television and its 
effect on family life. 
5. Assign these themes (short and to the point) 
on topics under discussion. 
Pupils may write on any relevant topic in 
which they are interested. 
Suggestions: 
A. The Family Program I Would Like to Hear 
B. How Television Will Effect Family Life 
C. Why Soap Operas Are Not True-to-life 
D. What I Like or Dislike About 
program). ----- (Name 
Method of correction: 
Have pupils exchange themes to be judged 
according to standards decided on by class. 
Also have errors in language usage corrected. 
Then hand in for teacher correation. 
6. Have pupils collect comic books on family living 
(about fourteen in all). 
A. Discussion and rating (about two class 
periods). Use class-made chart. See 
previous page. 
B. Study Chapter VII, Enjoyinf/English by 
Don Wolfe and Ellen Geyer. 
C. Summarize: 
1. Fathers are unfairly presented. 
2. Too many comics are hot funny. 
D. Write a theme: My Favorite Family Comic. 
1/ Wolfe, D. and Geyer, E. Enjoying English. New York 
Macmillan Company, 1944. pp. 95-lO?. 
?. Make spelling and vocabulary lists during 
unit. Show lack of variety in vocabulary. 
Work on adverbs and adjectives in writing. 
Show weaknesses in pronoun usage. Review 
rules for capitalization and punctuation, 
as a meaningful opportunity presents 
itself. 
8. 
9. 
Summarize abilities gained in the units: 
A. Ability to discriminate 
B. Ability to evaluate 
c. Greater vocabulary 
D. Recognition of characteristics of a 
happy family 
Memory work: 
A. "The House With Nobody in It" -- Joyce 
Kilmer 
B. "Song for a Little House" -- Christopher 
Morley 
c. "I Would Buil~ 1Myself a House" -- Glenn Ward Dresbach:!:! 
10. Have class view film "Peiping Family", 
Julien Bryan Production (or other suitable 
film showing family life). 
A. Make comparisons between American and 
Chinese life, culture, and customs. 
B. Show the need for family solidarity 
and cooperation. 
1/ Ansorge, E.F., Lucas, H. M., McCoy, R.F., and Tower, 
C.M. Prose and Poetry for Enjoyment. New York: L. W. 
Singer Company, 1942. pp. 303-306. 
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11. Other films available in Brookton School 
System: 
FAMILY LIFE (Coronet) 
DEVELOPING RESPONSIBILITY (Coronet) 
EVERYDAY COURTESY (Coronet) 
FRIENDSHIP BEGINS AT HOME (Coronet) 
THE HOUSE I LIVE IN ( Y. A. ) 
SHARING WORK AT HOl~ (Coronet) 
YOU AND YOUR PARENTS (Coronet) 
v. Pupil Activities 
1. Provide a folder for each student to 
keep file of materials collected during 
unit. 
2. Collect magazine clippings about family 
life. 
3. Project on family history 
A. Make chronological tables -- family 
trees. 
(1) Write to relatives 
(2) Do research 
4. Write a series of short descriptions 
entitled "Family Album", portraying 
each member of the family -- using 
vivid, exact words. Illustrate if 
you wish. 
5. Make reports on books read during 
unit. Have class make a bibliography 
of suitable books. Librarian at 
public library will be helpful. 
Each pupil will keep own chart for 
file: title, author, date, brief review, 
opinion. 
Popular authors: 
Laura Ingalls Wilder, Eleanor Estes, 
Elizabeth Enright, E. Nesbits 
Popular books: 
Adopted Jane by Helen Daringer 
The Peterkin Papers by Lucretia Hale 
Blue Jeans by Lorraine and Jerrold Beim 
A more complete list follows. 
6. Dramatize scenes from a favorite 
book. 
?. Write original compositions on one 
of the following (or on a topic of 
your own): 
A. Allowances 
B. Household chores 
c. Household safety 
D. Care of family pets 
E. Family gatherings 
F. ]'amily traditions 
G. Parental authority 
H. Ideal family 
I. What you like about your parents 
J. How arguments start 
K. How to avoid an argument 
L. The best time your family ever had 
M. What kind of a parent you will make 
8. Movie reviews 
A. Current movies on family living: 
Henry Aldrich series etc. 
9. Write an original radio script. Do 
not use exaggerated situations. Make 
your program true-to-life. 
10. Make an original comic on family life 
to illustrate criteria decided on by 
class. 
Work on committees: 
A. Writers 
B. Artists 
11. Illustrate scenes from the plays or 
television shows: 
Life With Mother 
Life With Father (Clarence Day) 
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12. Make posters illustrating rules for 
happy family living. 
13. Make cartoons showing your "pet peeves" 
in family living. 
14. Make puppets and stage to dramatize 
family scenes. 
15. Any original ideas for oral, written, 
or manual activities on family living 
will be accepted. 
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D. Reading 
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1. Reading of more books 
2. More discriminating reading 
E. Listening 
1. Listening with a purpose 
2. Listening to evaluate 
)I 
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B. Multi-sensory Aids 
1. Reading Lists 
2. Film List 
J. Filmstrips 
4. Recordings 
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SOURCES OF RK~DING LISTS FOR CHILDREN!/ 
Bibliography of Books for Young Children. Washington: 
Association for Childhood Education (1201 Six-
teenth Street, N.Y.), 1942. 
Children's Catalog. New York: H.W. Wilson Com-
pany, (950 University Avenue), 1941 (and 
annual supplements). 
Graded List of Books for Children. Chicago: 
American L1brary Association, 1943. 
Inexpensive Books for Boys and Girls. Chicago: 
American Library Association, 1938. (20¢) 
Reading for Fun. Chicago: National Council of 
Teachers of English (211 W. Sixty-eighth 
Street), 1937. 
Rue, Eloise, Subject Index to Books for Inter-
mediate Grades. Chicago: American 
L1brary Assoc1ation, 1938 (and supplement, 
autumn, 1943). 
500 Books for Children. Washington: u.s. Depart-
ment of the Interior. Office of Education. 
Bulletin No. 11. (15¢). 
State Certificate Reading. Boston: Massachusetts 
Department of Education. Division of 
Public Libraries. (Upon application). 
The Booklist (semimonthly), American Library 
Association, 520 N. Michigan Avenue, 
Chicago, Illinois. 
lJ Gray, Williams. Ada~ting Reading Programs to· Wartime 
Needs. Chicago: Univers1ty of Chicago Press, 1943. 
pp. 54-55. 
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The Horn Book Review (bimonthly), 264 Boylston Street, 
Boston, Massachusetts. 
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FILM LIST 
{Available to all junior high teachers in Brockton.) 
READING 
Backgrowxl for Reading 
Choosing Books to Read 
How to Read a Book 
Improve Your Reading 
Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth 
WRITING 
Finding the Information 
Bui!din~ an Outline 
How torite Your Term Paper 
Making Sense with Sentences 
Punctuation ~ Mark Your Meaning 
Spellin~ is Easy 
Watch t at Quotation 
We Discover the Dictionary 
Building Your Vocabulary 
Who Makes Words 
Writing Better Business Letters 
Why Punctuate 
SPEAKING 
Improve Your Pronunciation 
Discussion in Democracy 
PRODUCER 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
EBF 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Coronet 
Y. A. 
Coronet 
Coronet 
II 
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FILMSTRIPS 
(Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chicago, Ill.) 
Teachers may order filmstrips by the following code numbers: 
AMERICAN LITERATURE 
TA 131-2 
TA 131-3 
TA 131-4 
TA 131-5 
TA 131-6 
Ben Hur 
Courtship of Miles Standish 
Evangeline 
Hiawatha 
The Yi llage Blacksmith; ;;.P.-a.-u-.l.....;R;.;.e;;...v.;...;e;.;;r;..;;e;...'..;;;s;....;;.;R;:i.;;;d.;:;.e 
(Each filmstrip with captions: $3.00.) 
BASIC STUDY SKILLS 
TV 151-1 
TD 151-2 
SPEECH 
TA 156-1 
TA 156-2 
TA 156-3 
Use Your Library 
This new 77 frame filmstrip, prepared 
by the American Library Association 
of Chicago, Illinois, shows students 
how to locate books, magazines, pam-
~hlets, and facts in these sources. 
$5.00. 
How to Study 
Done in cartoon style, this filmstrip 
does an effective job of calling 
attention to the basic principles 
which will aid in utilizing the time 
allotted for studying. $3.00. 
The Relation of Personality to Communication 
The Relation of Interest to Communication 
How to Read: To Understand, To Evaluate, 
To Use 
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TA 156-4 
TA 156-5 
TA 156-6 
TA 156-7 
TA 156-8 
How to Write: The Four Uses of Words 
How to Converse 
How 
How 
Relation of Ideals to Communication 
to Del ver a Speech 
The 
Each: $3.00. 
RECORDINGS 
For listings of new recordings and teachers' 
manuals developed under the auspices of the 
National Council of Teachers of English: Robert 
c. Pooley, Chairman of the Committee on the 
recording of literature, write to the following 
address: 
Educational Director 
Columbia Recording Corporation 
Bridgeport 
Connecticut 
CMPnRIV 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Since it is virtually impossible for one person to 
cover adequately the divers phases of the language arts, 
the writer of this thesis recommends the following action 
before the adoption of this course of study: 
1. A committee should be formed: 
A. to investigate all materials of National 
Council of Teachers of English available 
for curriculum committees; 
B. to investigate further up-to-date courses 
prepared by school systems with similar 
problems and backgrounds; 
c. to organize a general testing program to 
ascertain present strong points and 
weaknesses; 
D. to provide for follow-up and adjustment 
to individual needs and abilities; 
E. to check on suggested specific outcomes 
by conducting a survey of all teachers 
of language arts. 
2. Reading specialists should draw up a program for 
remedial reading, developmental reading, and 
extensive outside reading. Reading lists of 
required and supplementary materials should be 
prepared for each grade level. 
3. Further development of an adequate speech 
program is indicated. 
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4. Detailed listings of multi-sensory aids should 
be in the hands of each language arts teacher. 
5. More attention should be given to the 
problem of individual differences. 
6. The committee should encourage the development 
of a variety of units by each teacher to fit 
the particular needs of each class. 
7. A curriculum committee should develop a plan 
of curriculum organization which would 
encourage the cooperation of all teachers in 
the system. 
B. A curriculum library should be established 
so that materials on new trends and practices 
will be available to curriculum-conscious 
teachers and organized committees. 
9. This course of study might prove to be a 
starting point in re-organizing the 
language arts program in Brockton. 
10. Teachers should be educated to understand 
that curriculum revision should be a con-
tinuing process and never a completed 
work. 
i . 
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APPENDIX 
A. "An Outline of the Desirable Outcomes 
and Experiences in the Language Arts 
Which Will be Illustrated in the 
Curriculum Study of the National 
Council of Teachers of English" 
B. Charts of Specific Outcomes by Grades 
1. Speaking 
2. Listening 
3. Reading 
4. Writing 
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OUTLINE OF DESI R11.BLE OUTC )T 'S AND 
EXPERI EN CES IN THE L1cl\ GUAGE ARTS 
1 . MENTAL Arm EMOTIONAL STABILITY. 
English and Speech classes (by themselves or in integration 
with the total school program) should help students to grow in 
effective personality and social adjustment through consideration 
of their own problems in speech, writing, or other activities . 
They should acquaint students through literature with char-
acters of their own age who face choices and challenges like 
their owno 
They should satisfy the students need for varied emotional 
experience through conversation and discussion , through inform-
ative and imaginative writing based upon their own experiences 
and those of others , and through the reading of literature on 
such themes as the following : 
The Thrill of Adventure . 
Physical and Moral Triumph or Defeat o 
Social Effectiveness or Frustration o 
Friendship and Family Relations o 
Romance or Relations with the Oppo site Sex . 
Humor o 
Joy in Nature, Animals , Sports . 
Personal Adjustment- Finding One's Vocation or Place 
in Life o 
Securing Social Statuso 
Conflict 1vi th Environment and with Ideas or Ideals . 
Struggle for Subsistence . 
Struggle for Liberty or Human Rights . 
Experience with Age and Youth, ~lealth and Poverty , 
Country and City, Varied Religious Views, Different 
Nationalities, and the like o 
Consciousness of Differing Attitudes toward Life, 
Varied Customs Resulting from Many Environments . 
Perspective on Human Nature and Hwnan Affairs through 
Literature of Past and Present . 
They should give the student refreshment of mind and spirit 
through appreciation of aesthetic values in and personal enjoy-
ment of literature, radio, motion picture, dramatics, or i magin--
ative writing . 
2 . DYNM~'IC AND "JOTm~JHILE ALLEGIAN CES THROUGH HEIGHTENED IJrOHAL 
P~.'R CEFTION i~Nl A PERSON;\L SENSE OF VALUES . 
They should stimulate more fruitful use of leisure through increas-
ing capacity for ~njoyment of and participation in such cultural offer-
ings as the theater , the motion picture, radio and television, books 
and magazines , dramatics and discussion clubs, and journalistic 
activities . 
Growing sensitivity to beauty and harn1ony , which creative reading 
of literature fosters, increases the joy of living o 
As his appreciation grows , the student should understand now the 
form , rhythm , or color tone of a piece of literature, a film , or a 
radio drama enhance one's enjoyment of it o He should develop conscious 
criteria by which he determines the worth of what he reads, sees , or 
hears, both as art products and as social comn1entary . 
He should give evidence in his voluntary selectionLof plays, films , 
radio programs , or reading of having applied his standards in making 
his choices . 
7 . EFF' ,CTIVE Hi~BITS OF ,iORK . 
The Language Arts are contributing ot habits of work which are the 
common concern of all subjects of study . Students should learn how to 
locate and select material for a purpose , how to use reference sources 
1and libraries , how to secure data through observation and interview, 
or from other community resources . 
, They should develop s kill in note-taking , in adapting their te ch-
: niques of reading to the material and purpose in hand , and in organiz-
. ing material from several sources into a unified report which represents 
Ji t heir own thinking and organization . 
1 In all matters of written communication,, they should assume responsi -
f' bility for legible handwriting, appropriate manuscript form, for proof-
; reading what they have written, and for use of sources of raference i concerning spelling , punctuation, capitalization, and grammatical usage . 
j Growth in independence of the teacher is the aim . 
I In all oral work , simila r standards in the use of the voice , in ar-
1 ticulation , enunciation" and freedom from dist~acting mannerisms should l be developed . Responsibility for use of reference sources concerning 
\appropriate usage is the same as in written communication . j Students should learn how to work in corr~ittees or in small groups , 
, defining their problem, giving an0 securing suggestions, selecting and 
1
1 
combining idea s into a plan of 1,vork , a s signing duties and sharing re-
s ponsibilities , and evalua ting the outcomes of the group work o 
Through literature young people have access to the spiritual 8. SOCI 1-1.L S.ti:NSITIVITY AND .c.;.FFiCTIVE P11.rtTI CI PATI ON I N THE GuUUP LIFE . 
experience of the race . The schools have a uni que opportunity to Through reading and literature , imaginative writing, group ex-
present literature in such a 1/I~Y as to deve~<;>P a pers<;>nal sense ;perience , listening, and discussion, the Language Arts should g ive stu-
of values and to promote dynamlc and worthvm:;_ le allegl ances to !dents an understanding of human nature and of the roots of human be-
i deas and i deals, to friends, horr.e, church, a nd community, and i havior . They should make clear to students the effect of language upon 
to the principles of democracy in t he United St a tes and through- 1human relations . They should lead to intelligent acceptance of differ-
out the world . lences and to recognition of the interJepend3nce of cultures within our 
ination and among the peoples of the world . 
3 . GR.O''JING INTELLECTUAL c:~P ACITIES AND CURIOSI TY· ~ They should give perspective through literature , discussion , films , 
The Lan e:;uage Arts s 'I-J.ould extend t he i!}-t er ests of yo":lng ? eople i,and writing upon the social problems of today . 
through guiding vol unt a ry reading , listenl ng to. t~e radlo, pr? - ! They should develop through group 'tlork , the teaching of informal 
moting attendance at wor t hwhi l e films, and provldlng oyportunlty 1group discussion , and parliamentary practice, the skills of participa-
te discuss in spee ch and 1vri t i ng ma tters of personal, local, na- l tion in the group life o 
ti::mal, and worl d interest. Matters of cul ~ural i:mpor~ ~re o~ l They should bring about underGtanding of the problems· of intra-
particular conc ern a s well a s tho3c o f so cFcl <::Ec polltlcal ln- ;group life with fardly and friends , in school and classr _; om, in churches 
teresto . . ibnd clubs, and in business and community o 
Ability to t hi nk cle?rly and to nttack probl~ms lnt ~lll?ently i They should lead also to an understanding through literature, dis-
j ':: .imperative if student s are t o carry on effe c~l vely llfe ln a •! ussion, and co- operative group undertakings of the problems of inter-
democracy. Especially should t hey heve oplJortunl ty to evalua te '~roup life among rural and . city groups , varied economic and social 
-:1 .,..... " ,... > - --,.. ;o,~ J -e--n- ,- .il ,..., .,.,. 'Jf"WI0 ...,_~~-"1>"\-+_h ,c.. --._ n_n ~t";\ a ]C L A-..n...:vt. • - / - ,__ ---- - -~ ... - -. - · · -~· ~~· _ --~--...:...------------- .-.--~ 
'-Y' '1- ~ · ~ Vd~t) J..!C::O..l \....l ) VJ..-- 17J.-:::'~C:::4J.VVU. V.i.l.- Vr1v-wv~- vvJ:·.t- , 
rne to validate authority , distingui~h fact from supposition , 
recognize untoward emotional 2.fpeal, and detect false inferences 
or unsubstantiated generalizations c Examples should be drawn from 
all kinds of materials such as rndio programs, advertising, speeche~ 
newspapers and magazines, plays, fiction, essays, motion pictures , 
and the likeo 
4 . INCRE/~.SD~GLY :ZFF:SCTIVE USE OF LAFGU.IJ.GE FOR DAILY COicJt!UN ICATIO:!L 
Communication is a two--v,ray proceso, involving social and psy-
chological adjustments as well as effective use of languageo 
Hence, it is important that the skills of communication be 
taught in situations which involve such adjustments and not in 
isolation. 
Among the most used skills are ability to persuade , to ex-
plain clearly, to make reports, to plan in groups, to defend a 
point of view, to engage in group discussion ; to share person-
al letters, and to use with ease the language of guest- host 
relationships; to conduct meetings , to make announcements , to 
interview others, and to carry on business transactions effect-
ively and courteously in face-to-face contacts and by mailo 
Especially important is mastery of the underlying processes 
of observing and assimilating experience, selecting ideas or de -
tails with a purpose in mind, organizing material clearly for pre-
sentation to others, and expressing oneself with clarity, in-
terest, and, among more gifted students, with some degree of 
personal styleo 
The Language Arts assume leadership in improving the mechanical 
skills of speaking, writing , reading, and listening. Adequate 
control and use of the voice, precise and effective use of words 
and sentences, legible ~ .. rri ting, accurate spelling, ability to get 
the thought from the printed page or over the radio, and ability 
to employ the commonly accepted conventions of punctuation , 
capitalization and grammatical usage are basic to successful 
communicationo In addition , the department of English must lead 
in organizing the entire school for attack upon the problems 
of comn1unication basic to learning in all subjects of study and 
in relationship to every activity of the school. 
5. HABITUAL AND IN'rELLIG~NT USE OF r.:ASS r~ODES OF COI•1J'UNICATION . 
Newspapers and magazines , radio and television, theatre and 
film, public forums and public speeches exert a powerful influence 
upon modern lifeo Young people growing up in the modern world 
should understand the nature, power , and control of these 
agencies. They should survey their offerings and be capable of 
choosing the good rather than the less good among them. They 
should develop the habit of using these media both for personal 
enjoyment and recreation and for keeping informed concerning 
personal and public problems of local, national, and world im-
port . 
They should gain the necessary skills in reading, writing, 
speaking, and listening for using mass modes of communication 
adequately. They should understand the techniques of propaganda 
and the effect of sponsorship or of personal bias upon the 
ideas expressed. 
6 . GHO~_TNG PERJOl ,L INT~l-n:,STS /~ND ENJOYk..::~NT . 
The language arts have a responsibility for increasing the 
range and persiste~ce of the student's interests and for sharp-
ening his observation and quickening his perceptions through 
literature and imaginative writingo 
' ferent ages . 
It is important also that they should bring about appreciation and 
Understanding of the cultures of other nations of the world through 
foreign literatures in translation, through literature in English about 
:~oreign nations, and through writing, discussion, radio, and film con-
cerned with foreign nations and peopleso 
9. FAITH IN AND AL1EGIANCE TO THE BASIC VALU.c,S OF A DElvlOCRATIC SOCIETY . 
.: Through the many aspects of the Language Arts students should 
develop a faith in and allegiance to such basic values of demo cracy as a 
recognition of the integrity of human personality and the worth of the 
individual. They should become conscious through concrete presentation 
in reading, writing , speaking, and listening of the conditions of group 
life consistent with respect for individual human worth and of the ex-
tent to which such conditions exist in the United States and in the 
t'lorld today. 
They should study the principles of free and effective communica-
tion as basic to the democratic way of life, learning respect for the 
bpinions of others and for their right to express them, and developing 
faith in pooled intelligence through grappling with the processes of 
associative thinking. 
They should understand the conditions necessary to the free play of 
intelligence such as freedom of speech and of press , and the responsibil-
ities which such freedom places upon writer and speaker as well as 
upon reader and listenero 
They should become competent in the use of mass modes of communication 
for purposes of keeping informed and should undeEstand the nature, power, 
.find control of those media in the world today. (See 5o) 
Through extensive use of American literature, they should gain per-
spective upon our country's tradition of freedom, share the faith of its 
founders, and trace the progressive development of its ideas and ideals 
throughout the history of the nation, with particular emphasis upon the 
,qackground of the current scene. 
~~ Through American Literaure also they should come to understand the 
concept, "One Out of Many," as it refers to the contribution of various 
~egions, racial, ethnic, and religious groups, and social and economic 
levels. 
QO. VOCATIONAL EFFICI~NCY . 
Young people should gain increased knowledge of the vocational oppor-
tunities open to them through the reading of biography, through writing 
and talking abouth the vocational 1vorld, and through radio, film, and 
;platform presentations of types of work and successful workers. They 
should gather from such experiences a knowledge of the training and per-
sonal qualities necessary to success in different vocations. 
· They should have brought to their attention evidence of the primary 
'mportance in business ~uccess of simple, clear expression and of 
courtesy in a proach to patrons, associates, and those in authorityo 
They should develop proficiency in writing business letters, in fill-
ing out forms, and in applying the principles of good composition to re-
~orts, interviews , selling, and advertising~ 
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COMMISSION ON THE ENGLISH CURRICULUM 
National Council of Teachers 
of English 
AN OUTLINE OF THE DESIRABLE OUTCOMES AND 
EXPERIENCES IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS ViHICH WILL BE 
ILLUSTRATED IN THE CURRICULUM STUDY OF THE 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF ENGLISH 
INTRODUCTION 
The Commission on the English Curriculum of the 
National Council of Teachers of English is committed to 
the proposition that instruction in the language arts 
(reading and literature, writing, speaking, and listening) 
finds its justification in the contribution which it ·makes 
to the all-round education of children, young people, and 
adults. For this reason the Commission defines the objec-
tives of English instruction in terms of the major purposes 
of education: namely, {1) the cultivation of wholesome 
personal living, (2) the development of social sensitivity 
and effective participation in group life, and (3) prepara-
tion for vocational competence. The Commission believes 
that English instruction can make a unique contribution 
to these general aims and should be directed toward these 
ends. 
The analysis which follows is an attempt to break 
down these three major purposes into their constituent 
elements. This outline should assist teachers of English 
in viewing their work in terms of the over-all purposes of 
American education. For the national curriculum study the 
analysis indicates the kinds of experiences which the 
Curriculum Commission will attempt to describe in its 
final report, as they have proved successful in American 
schools. 
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SPEAKING 
I, CHART OF SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 
I 
\1 • 
I -IN~AL~L~SP~EhlON~~G~S~I~TU~AT~I~O~N~S~--------------~6--~7r-~g~--~9~ J 
r 1. Using pleasing inflection and )( ' intonation ; · / 
I 
2. Having good posture - avoiding ;< .. ' 
mannerisms , 
J. Developing poise and assurance 
-- --
--. 
--- ,1 Being at ease -- appearing at ease 
d 
4.. Speaking sincerelY X il 
5. Speaking distinctly - sounding word X I endings - sounding beginning ; . 
syllables 
6. Breathing easilY and deeply X 
7. Adjusting volume of voice to the ' 
size of the room 
8. Stressing the closing sentence )... 
9. Usin~ effective tempo /. 
o. Expressing enthusiasm by means of I X voice qualitY li 
1. Using breath, jaw, tongue, and lips I correctly ' 
1 2. Speaking with lively sense of li 
communication 'I 
3. Utilizing and developing further all X I preceding attitudes and skills ' ' 1 
I· 
I 
I 
11-------------------ll I ~ m SOCIAL CONVERSATION 6 . 7 . 8 . a 1 ------------------------------------------~~~~~~-=-,_~~~-+' li 
J. Recognizing and correcting errors in 
.one's own speech 
I 
4. Using everyday courtesy 
A. Cheerful greetings 
J B. Introducing self and others 
Young people, adults, elderly 
people, and dignitaries 
c. Exchanging personal experiences 
D. Etiquette 
E. Interviews - formal and informal 
I 5. Practicing the use of formal and in-
1 formal argumentation 
X X y 
X )( >. I! 
X 
-I! 
--~- ----- ----- ~-----1 
I 
----~----~----·----, 
---- ~~-- ---- -----~----1----- 1- --- _____ JI 
----J.---- ---- -----, 
I 
I A. Persuasion 
I B. Emotion ·----1-----"----- -----'1 c. Propaganda ----1-----·----·-----
---- ---- --------- it 
11 =======================::::::::::::::::t:===t==t===i=:= 
11
_T_E_L_EP_H_O_NE_c_o_NVE __ Rs_A_T_I_O_N _________ +--+--+----1---
I ' 
I 1. Studying the telephone directory and 
'I ____ .:.i.;:;;t.:::.s-=-v=a=-r.:.i.=.o.:.u:.s...:::..s.=.ec=-t.=.i:.o::.:n::.:s=------------+---l---1----l---.,;. 
I 
, ' 1! ~2~·...:::..P.:.r.:;:.a.;:;;c~t.:.i.;:;;c.:.i=n~~~Pr.=.on~·er=--u=:.s.=.e_o;:;.f:.-t.=.h=e=--t=-e:.l:.e:.IP~.h=o~n=e~~~~~+--~ ~---1--~il 
:I 
Mastering special skills as making ' 
emergency calls or calling various 1
1
! 
I -J I . · • 
I 
city departments ·1 
4. Practicing two kinds of long distance 
calls 
A. Station to station 
B. Person to person 
~---- ~--- .- ----- ~---- .l 
. • I 
~---- ~----- ._. ___ ~--~---
I 
li 
,, --------------------------------------f----11----+----4----~; , 
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1-----------------------------------------------------------------l GENERAL CONVERSATION 6 7 8 9 
I' II 
II · 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
r! 
,I 
I 
II 
I, 
I 
II 
1. Using correct forms 
A. Emphasis on correct form of 
pronouns 
B. Verb forms 
lie, lay 
leave, let, have, got 
singular and plural verbs 
agreement of subject and verb 
transitive and intransitive verbs 
learning how verbs are built 
using present, past and future 
tense 
using contractions 
C. Using nouns and pronouns 
recognizing proper nouns 
using possessives correctly 
D. Adjectives 
learning how adjectives are used 
learning to recognize words used 
as adjectives 
learning to use the right degree 
of adjectives 
E. Adverbs 
learning when to use an adverb 
instead of an adjective 
2. Being able to recognize sentences, 
hrases 
3. Taking part in debates, and panel 
discussions 
~' ================================ ,I 
======~~~r========================================================= 
1! 
I' 
II 
STORY-TELLING 6 7 8 9 
II .11..: 
I 1. Saying something worthwhile x "'i A \ I 
I 2 .. Getting material :from personal X I experience i 
I I 
3. Getting material :from silent reading 
A. For information 
.... -- 1---B. For enjoyment -- --1----
--
1---
--
4. Getting material :from observation 
A. .Immediate environment ~-- ---B. Pictures, movies, television, -- --
advertising 
--- -- --- --I c. Places and persons ,... __ ~~--D. Objects and happenings -- --1----
--
_,--
--
5. Getting materia! by listening to radio, :I 
sermons. speeches etc. X 
' 
6. Getting material by conversation with 
:family, friends, teachers -- by asking 
questions and interviewing 
7. Organizing material into · three parts: I 
interesting introduction, worthwhile I 
content. definite conclusion I 
8. Developing two points of' a central idea X I i 
9. Developing three points of a central ! I 
idea I 
10. Giving oral book reviews J( .. o( ')!" 
11. Telling humorous stories A 
12. Using "palm" notes '\. I 
X I 13. Using logical or chronological order ~-
II 
I 14. Condensing a story before retelling ;( X I 
i )( 'X )( 1 15. Developing word pictures .A 
! I 
I 
116. Adding new words to the vocabulary X )( X 
I 
--- =-=-==----,=11==-=====---~=== 
II ANNOUNCEMENTS' EXPLANATIONS' DIRECTIONS 6 7 8 9 
Jl Giving directions clearly X I 
II 1. 
'I X II • I 2 • Eliminating unnecessary details :I 
I' II ,, J. Explaining illustrations, exhibits, x I 
and mavs to enrich meaning 
II 
4. Discussing and explaining the I 
following parliamentary procedures: I 
a. Duties of the officers ~-- ~-- I -- --
II b. Requirements of a well-run 
I 
meeting I 
--- -- --- --
c. Nominations for homeroom 
organization 
--- --
1---
--
d. Method of obtaining the floor 
---
1---
-- --
e. Motion making 
I introduction I discussion 1--- -- 1- · - - --
amendment --- -- - - --
I 
withdrawal --- -- -· - --
- - ·- -- --- --
f. Conventional phraseology 
---
I 
-- --- -- :I 
5. Explanations on how to make out X 
,, 
public library card d 
I 
1: ! 6. Instructions on how to study . ' 
I! 
I 
I 7. Learning how to make an outline ~ I 
'I B. Giving directions to reach a 
I certain point 
d 
I 9. Giving explanations on how to do 
II 
or make something 
I 
Jl 
I 
I' 
!I 
li 
I 
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il 
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LISTENING 
CHART OF SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 
J-H-OW-. -T-O--L-IS_TE __ N----------------------------~6----7----8-----9-­
I 
I 
:I 1. Listening attentively and X I courteously 
I 
I 2. Listening with appreciation J( I 
II 3. Listening for directions X 
I 4. Listening to evaluate material X 
I X I 5. Listening for new words and phrases 
II 
I 6. Being able to hear without I distractions I 
I 7. Being able to comprehend what is 
I heard X 
11 
8. Connecting what is heard with what X is already known 
II 
>._ J, 9. Being able to retain what is heard 
11 10. Being able to fix and keep attention :A on what is heard 
11. Trying to relive the thing the 
speaker is talking about and trying 
to imagine clearly what he is 
I depictin~ 
II 
II 
' i 
I 
lj 
I 
I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
1 
I 
. I 
I 
TEACHER PREPARATION FOR LISTENING 6 7 8 9 II 
1. Motivating what is to be presented 1( X )( >... I I 
2. Correlating with present interest x , :_ X • I 
3. Presenting vocabulary to be used )( >( >- I 
I 
4. Presenting .questions to direct X J il pupil attention · 
I 
5. Discussin~ value of note takin~ x ;... .. , I I 
I 
6. Training pupils in work listening X 
and recreational listenin~ I I 
ACTIVE LISTENING 1( I 
I 
1. Using the directing questions for l( informational material I 
! 
2. Following the rules of good J( listening 
3. Taking notes during broadcasts, 
recordings, special reports or x: lectures 
1 
4. Listening with discrimination / 
j_. Listenin~ with a creative mind < 
6. )( I I Listening with a reflective mind I 
i 
I 
' 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I I 
I 
,I 
i 
I 
.I 
i! 
I 
I 
I 
lj FOLLOW UP ACTIVITIES 
-
I 
I 1. Carrying out directions or instructions 
2. Asking questions about what was 
not understood 
I 3. Using notes or directing questions 
4. Discussing material 
a. Associating new materials with 
I previous knowledge and 
experience 
b. Evaluating and organizing new 
concepts 
I 
' 
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READING I' ~I 
CHART OF SPECIFIC OUTCOMES II 
I PHYSICAL HABITS 
I 
6 7 8 9 
I I 'I 
I jl 
I 1. Increasing eye span J( I 
2. Using perceptual skills and word l( I analysis 
1- 3. Eliminating tinnecessary body motion x 'I 
I 
4. Improving the habits of reading such I I 
as sitting and standing positions, I 
!· light adjustment and book placing 
READING COlillPREHENSIVELY AND PURPOSEFULLY 
il 
I 1. Locating exact information X I I 
2. Locating needed details )C 
. 3. Getting main ideas 
" 
i 
4.. Using dictionary skills )! 
5. Using context to get meaning )(' !/ I 
I 6. Making outlines and summaries 14. I I 
7. Taking notes to use in giving )( il reports ,I 
8. Retaining and reDroducing meanings X ll 
I 
:\ 9. Using encyclopedia and other )( x· >( references ~I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
/ 
!I 
·' 
' -
l! 
I 
6 7 8 9 
I 
'. 10. Improving in the mastery of the 
II mechanics of reading, such as pron~ciation, vocalization, arti-
culation and Phrasing >\ ;.:' )'( I 
I 11. Visualizing described details I 
,I 12. Making comparisons 
II 
13. Applying to one's problems the 
~ 
!! 
information gained 
' 
).., I' 
I 14. 
Traihing to improve rate ' 
I 
I 
a~ reading in phrases 1--- ~-- J b. timed reading -- --... ... 
15. Adjusting the reading rate to 
types of materials 
I 
identifying types of materials a. ~--b. knowing reading requirements --
,... __ 
--
knowing how to adjust the rate --- -- --- -- I c. 
--- --- I I -- - - · 
I 
I 
I LOCATING MATERIAL 
il 
I' 
1: 
1. Using table of contents, index, K and glossary < 
I 
2. Finding most interesting or K "( tl exciting part 
,, 
3. Describing any event, character, I 
or scene I 
I 
4. Skimming 
I to find place desired I a. 
b. to find appropriateness of a ~-- -- ~-- --
selection 
:I 1--- -- 1--- --
I 5. Reading to interpret meaning I I ' I 6. Reading to answer fact questions d 
I 
?. Reading to answer problem questions I 
6 7 8 9 
I 
I 
8. Reading to answer problem Questions )\ I ! 
I APPRECIATION AND EVALUATIONS I 
:I 
1. Realizing the need to improve )( X '( ij 
2. Desiring and making a conscious effort ;( !I to improve I 
-
J. Building interests for leisure time )( ( I 
4. Using classroom and public libraries X' < I correctly 
II 
5. Orientation and care of books I I 
Using almanacs, atlases, gazetteers, I 
encyclopedia. card catalo~ue I 
I 
6. Building study habits I I 
I 
a. Comprehension 
1-- - - ~--b. Concentration -- --
Selection and organizati_on of ~-- -- 1---- -- I c. 
material 
rl d. Association of meanings ~-- -- 1---- --
Generalization ~---- -- ~~- -- 'I e. ~---- -- ~-- --
I 7. Choosing sections appropriate for I 
dramatization ~ I 
I 
8. Appreciating apt choice of words I 
9. Evaluating author's statements and I. criticizing in view of self experience 1 
' 
10. Appreciating beauty of material read ~ ... 
11. Locating unusual expressions such as 
dialect, and determining the value 
and source 
'I 
I 
I 
6 7 8 9 I 
12. Increasing the reading and speaking 
vocabulary 
a. Finding meanings to unfamiliar 
words x_ 
- .:.... - I b. Finding ways to build vocabulary --
-X. . I 
-- -·-- --- I 
13. Developing social insights and I sensitivity: attitudes, appreciations, 
understanding, and behavior that 
improve human relationship 
14. Understanding how public opinion is 1\ formed 
15. Stimulating a lively interest in 
reading 
16. Extending and enriching reading 
eXPeriences 
17. Advancing of each .pupil in reading 
growth in direct proportion to the / 
interest, understanding, and pleasure 
he derives from reading I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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WRITING 
CHART OF SPECIFIC OUTCOMES 
I 
FILLING IN FORMS 6 7 8 9 II 
1. Writing own name. address, school etc. X II 
2. Writin12: parents' names )( 
,, 
3. ~ 
! 
Writin~ own birthpla ce and date i 
I 
CORRECT USAGE AND SENTENCE STRUCTURE I' 
1. Usin12: personal pronouns correctly >( )(' I 
2. Using correct. verb forms I 
Emphasis on: 
~· ~' do, ~' give, is, ~' isn't _x _ _ ,.._ - ---1 --have, may-~, ~-~, teach-learn, _x_ 
---
I 
lie-lay, si-t-set leave-let -- ---_x_ ' 
---' - - -- --- I 
I 
3. Avoiding the use of the doubl e X' negative I I 
4. .Avoiding the double subject )( I I 
5. Distinguishing commonly misus ed I I I 
forms: I I 
of in place of have X ~· .. -between - among -:x_- -- ~-
swam- swum _x_ --- -- 1--
in-in~ --- -- --
this=that 
_>(_ 
-·-- -- --
il --
_x_ 
--- -- 1"- -
6. <Making op~ning sentences clear and X' I 
·interest in~ 
,, 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
6 7 8 9 I 
I 
7. Making closing sentences appropriate )( I I 
8. Recognizing simple and compound I 
sub.iects I I 
9. Recognizing simple and compound i\ 
]:>redicates II 
10. Recognizing fragments of sentences >( 
' 
11. Recognizing fra~ents with subject 
and predicates clause) 
12. Correcting fragments of sentences 
13. Recognizing and correcting run-on X sentences 
I 
14. Using the compound sentence 
15. Using the compound subject to 
shorten sentences 
16. Using the compound predicate 
correctly I I 
I 
17. Recognizing and using the \ I subordinate clause II 
18. Using the complex sentence I 
19. Reducing long sentences to simple I form 
I 
20. Condensing material -, I 
21. Knowing the need for modifiers >( '-\ I 
22. Using adjective modifiers >( :I 
23. Understanding the use of special 
limiting adjectives: a. an. the I I 
I 
24. Using appropriate adjectives I 
! 
25. Using the dictionary to find ' 
appropriate adjectives 
'I 
I I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
! 
6 7 8 9 
26. Recognizing and using adjective 
group modifiers ,... I 
27. Placing adjective modifiers to I I . i show true meaning I 
I 
28. Recognizing and using adverb I 
modifiers I 
29. Changing adjectives to adverbs 
30. Recognizing and using adverb group ·~ modifiers 
31. Placing of adverb modifiers >( X I 
32. Considering degrees of meaning X I I 
33. Placing modifiers of adverbs and 
adjectives for emphasis 
34. Distinguishing between action and < I state-of-being verbs 
35. Learning to use present, past, and I future tense 
36. Learnin~ to use perfect tense 
37. Understanding person and number X I I ! 
I 
38. Spelling irregular verb forms 
correctly 
39. Avoiding the use of a singular verb 
with a plural subject 
'I 
40. Keeping the same verb tense in a 
I 
I story 
i 
41. Choosing the correct pronoun after I 
a linking verb I 
4_2. Using adjectives after linkin~ verbs X I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
·I 
! 
' 
6 7 8 9 I 
43. Recognizing and using transitive verbs .X A I 
44. Using the present perfect tense, X I past perfect tense in sequence 
45. Learning the principal parts of verbs \ \ 
46. Using adverb modifiers after X intransitive verbs 
47. Distinguishing between linking and I 
helping verbs 
,, 
48. Reviewing the antecedent of a pronoun X x d 
49. Recognizin.~<: and using nominative case >< ·{ II 
50. Recognizing and using the objective lj 
case )( 
II 
51. Using pronouns in the possessive case x II 
I 
52. Recognizing and using relative I 
pronouns correctlY ~ I I 
53. Using indefinite pronouns correctly ')\ X 
54. Recognizing and using prepositional 
')\ phrases 
55. Using the pronoun as object of the I 
prepositional nhrase ·, I 
: 
56. Recognizing and using the two kinds X of conjunctions 
I I I 
' 
I li 
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II 
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1 CAPITALIZATION 
I 
.I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
--~1 
. I 
il 
II 
1. First word in sentence 
2. Abbreviations such as Mr., Mrs., Q!:.' St., Ave., Mass. 
3. Lines of poetry 
4. Special days, months holidays 
5. Particular people, places, things, 
proper adjectives 
6. Titles of stories. books 
7. First word of greeting - closing 
8. Words referring to the Deity 
9. Titles of people 
10. Directions of compass used as names 
11. First word in quotation 
12. Topics in outlines 
PUNCTUATION 
1. Understanding the need for 
punctuation 
2. Use of the period 
J. Using the comma to indicate direct 
· address 
4. Punctuating a series of phrases, 
words 
5. Using the comma in form of a letter 
6 7 8 9 
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J( 
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X I 
I X II 
J( I 
)( 
I 
x · 
X 
x 
I 
)(' I 
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X 'I 
'I 
II 
II 
,, 
,, 
II 
I 
-----E .. 
I 
I 
I 6. Using comma to separate independent 
I word (as yes, no) from rest of the 
II 
sentence 
7. Using the comma in the complex 
tJ sentence 
8. Writing possessive forms correctly 
9. Using the colon in business 
salutation 
I 10. Using the comma after introductory 
I phrases 
I 11. Punctuating sentence with verb and subject in inverted form 
12. Recognizing and punctuating the noun 
in apposition 
i 13. Using the colon after introduction 
I 
to a list 
14. Using the comma in parenthetical I 
I 
expression 
15. Punctuating compound sentences with 
no conjunction 
I 
16. Using quotation marks in complete 
quotation I 
I 17. Punctuating the split quotation 
18. Using the indirect quotation 
l 19. ·Forming the plural of letters and figures 
I 
I 
[I 
I 
6 7 8 9 
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II LETTER WRITING 6 7 8 9 F=======================+=~==F=~==i!J 
1! 1. Composing original letters 
a. Social letters including 
Invitations 
Acceptance or refusal 
Letters of thanks 
Friendly letters 
Foreign correspondence 
b. Business letters 
Orders and order blanks 
Inquiry 
Letters of application 
Telegrams and Night Letters 
Letters of Appreciation 
Complaints 
_.)(. 
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3. Correct placement of parts 
4. UsinPI: correct punctuation 
5. Knowing what should be included 
6. Having good sentence sense 
7, Knowing how to fold a letter 
correctlv 
B. Addressing the envelope 
~ffiiTING POEMS , STORIES, REPORTS, RI DDLES 
1. Selecting and organizing material 
for stories or reports from 
a. Personal experience 
b. Literature 
c. Picture study 
d. Radio, movies, television 
e. Outside activities 
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6 7 8 9 
2. Using the dictionary 
a. alphabetical arrangement _x-
-- --- - -b. diacritical marks -~-
-- --- --c. using punctuation key 
-"-- -- --- --d. guide words 
syllabication 
_JL-
-
__ _, 
--e. 
_}{_-
--
__ _. 
I I f. selection of pertinent meanings 
-
--- -- --- --
I 
I J. Using correctly reference books I 
I 
a. table of contents ~-- ~--b. index -- --~-- -- ~-- -- I 
I 
4. Knowing the requirements of a good I 
paragraph 
a. organizing material I 
1. running notes ~-- ~--2. jottings - --
I 
J. simple outlines ~-- -- ~-- --~--
-- ~-- --b. good beginning sentence ~"- ..... - ~-- --c. logical ·arrarigements of events 
d. variety in sentence structure ~-- -
,_ __ 
--
1. recognizing and using silJiple 
sentences 
- )( ..... 
---compound sentences -- --
complex sentences 
__ _.. 
-- - ·-- --
~-_, 
--
_,:__ 
--
I 
5. Using correct capitalization 
punctuation 
and )( K 
6. Choosin~ expressive. vivid words ;( 
7. X 
I 
Usin~ svnonvms. antonyms. homonyms 
8. Avoidin~ excessive use of "and" )( ~\ I 
9. )( / ' Copying accurately ,.·, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
: II 
I :I 
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"""' II 6 7 8 9 
I 
10. Writing personal experiences I 
I news stories _J(-jokes - - - -- I I _)L- -- -....-- --I announcements _ ;< -diaries -- --- -- I 
-"'-- -- --- --plays 
_-'t,_ 
..... -
--- --
I 
class and school newspapers 
_ )(_ - •. ' 
--- -- I 
I 
\ 11. Writing committee reports \ I I 12. Making a report full enough to 
I .)( 
I 
be interesting 
' 
\ 
13. Making accurate reports and 
II 
bibliographies 
14. Making book reports 
a. Writing title and author 
_)(_-~--b. Writing synopsis of story --- --
_..>(_ I 
c. Expressing one's own reaction --- -- I 
to what is read I 
-- -- - ~- -- il 
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